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Abstract 

We consider the problem of prioritizing a collection of discrete pieces of information, or transactions. The goal 
is to rank the transactions in such a way that the user can best pursue a subset of the transactions in hopes of 
discovering those which were generated by an interesting source. The problem is shown to differ from tradi- 
tional classification in several fundamental ways. Ranking algorithms are divided into two classes, depending on 
the amount of information they may utilize. We demonstrate that while ranking by the less constrained algo- 
rithm class is consistent with classification, such is not the case for the more constrained class of algorithms. 
We demonstrate also that while optimal ranking by the former class is "easy", optimal ranking by the latter class 
is NP-hard. We present heuristics for optimally solving restricted versions of the detection problem, including 
symmetric anomaly detection. Finally, we explore heuristics for more general detection applications and 
present preliminary results of an expenmental implementation of these heuristics. 

1. Introduction 

The problem treated in this paper is described as follows. We are to analyze a massive quantity of information 
which is naturally partitioned into discrete pieces. We have a priori only a nebulous description of interesting 
information, in particular, generic characterizations of how interesting information might differ from mundane 
information. By expending large sums of money andor time we can pursue a seemingly interesting information 
piece and determine if it is truly interesting; we benefit greatly if indeed the information pursued was truly 
interesting. Since we can afford to pursue only a tiny fraction of the information with which we are presented, 
our goal is to prioritize (i.e., rank) 'the infomation pieces, allowing us to pursue the most appropriate collection 
of a pieces, for any a. 

The information prioritization problem has a wide range of applications, including: 

1. Computer security: The information is a computer system's audit trail and our task is to prioritize the 
recorded activities according to the likelihood that they are indicative of malicious intent (e.g., an intruder 
or a virus). 

Astronomy: The infomation is radio signals collected from. deep space and our task is to prioritize bursts 
of signals according to the likelihood that they are the prdduct of an'intelligent life form. 

2. 

3. Biomedical testing: The information is batteries of medical test results and our task is to prioritize the sub- 
jects according to the IikeIihood that their resuIts are indicative of the earfy stages of serious disease. 

Our problem differs in  several fundamental ways from traditional classification [1,2,3,5,7,8,10,11,12,13]. 
Firstly, we cannot obtain an optimal ranking from an optimal classification, since if two information pieces opti- 
maly are placed in the same category, we have no guidance regarding their optimal relative prioritization. A 
surprising result is that, in the context of the problem version of most interest to us, classification and prioritiza- 
tion are not necessarily consistent. In particular, it may be optimal to rank x as less likely to be interesting than 
y, yet optimal also to classify y as mundane and x as interesting. Hence, it need not be the case that an 
optimal ranking can be turned into an optimal classification with appropriate choice of cutoff point. 

'This work is supported in part by grants from Los Alamos National Laboratory and the NSA. 
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Another key difference from the more traditional problem is that we are willing to consider contexts in 
which our training data is exclusively from the mundane process. Our approach assumes neither that an exact 
characterization nor a sample of the interesting process is available, and relies on various statistical abstractions 
of what is likely to distinguish mundane and interesting. 

Two cIasses of phenomena detectors are considered. A Class 1 detector must assign a priority value to 
each information piece as it is encountered. A Class 2 detector waits until it has seen all the information and 
then ranks the entire collection of information pieces. Class 2 contains Class 1 as a special case, but many 
applications require a Class 1 detector. The motivations for a Class 1, rather than Class 2, detector include: 

1. We need to provide a real-time evaluation of each infomation piece x as x enters the system and act 
upon this evaluation immediately. For example, if x and y are the first information pieces encountered and 
x is evaluated as being more likely to be interesting than y , we may begin exploring x while awaiting the 
arrival and evaluation of additional information pieces. We continue to explore x until a higher ranked 
information piece z arrives; we may resume exploration of x after all higher ranked information pieces 
have been explored fully. In this way, even if x later falls out of the top a ranked information pieces, the 
dovetailing exploration strategy will not delay the time to completion of the exploration of the top ranked 
a pieces, since no time is expended on an information piece so long as an already encountered, higher 
ranked information piece is not explored completely. 
When the amount of information is massive (e.g., as in radio astronomy), we may be able to store only a 
small fraction of the information we collect. If we know in advance that we will be able to investigate at 
most a information pieces, a Class 1 detector requires only that we maintain a priority queue of the top a 
information pieces, allowing us to discard any information piece that does not rank among the current top 

Practically speaking, a Class 1 detector operates faster on-line @e., once constructed and put into opera- 
tion), since it’s evaluation of x depends on only x .  On-line efficiency often is critical for real-time appli- 
cations. 

2. 

a. 
3.  

Our results demonstrate many theoretical difference between the two detector classes, including: (A) Optimal 
Class 2 prioritization is completely consistent with optimal Class 2 classification (that is, when the classifier may 
inspect all the information before classifying any of the information pieces), while optimal Class 1 prioritization 
is not always consistent with optimal Class 1 classification (that is, when the classifier must classify each infor- 
mation piece as it is encountered); and (B) Optimal Class 2 prioritization is solvable in polynomial time (assum- 
ing the risk expression is a finite sum or a polynomial time evaluable integral), while Class 1 is not, unless 
P=W. 

The final sections of the paper consider heuristics for Class 1 detection. The results include simple detectors 
which are optimal for restricted problem instances, the development af heuristic evaluation functions for attri- 
bute selection and process representation, and the definition of a k-ordered detector, a simple method of resolv- 
ing competing evidence. We also descri& briefly a software system implementing our detection methodology 
and present limited test results as a preliminary proof of concept. 

2. Mathematical Formulation 

In [9] we present a mathematical formulation of the detection problem in the context of computer security, in 
particular, misuse detection. Reference [9] defines a penalty function, gives optimal performance bounds, 
specifies the form of an optimal detector under perfect information (processes known exactly), and considers 
methods for heuristic detection, including data reduction (attribute selection and value aggregation). The formu- 
lation developed in the current paper extends the results to the more interesting and complex problem in which 
processes are not know, but described by prior distributions. The results of the current work subsumes [9] in 
that the earlier work is an instance of the current when exactly one process pair has nonzero density, a priori. 
The theory developed here also gives new mathematical justification to a general type of heuristic, which 
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includes heuristics described in [2,4,9,10]. To our knowledge, this is the iirst risk-minimization based 
justification of attribute selection. 

2.1 Basic Assumptions and Notation 

The information to be analyzed is represented as a collection of transactions. A transaction template defines 
the structure of the transactions, that is, specifies the set of attributes to which each transaction assigns a value. 
For example, in a computer security application, a transaction template might include the attributes user-id, 
command, port, time, and elapsed-cpu. A computer's audit trail then collects instances of this transaction tem- 
plate, such as 

user-id= Fred command=edit file, port=xterm20, time=I994.06.07.08.0I.0002, ekpsed-cpu=Z. 2. 

We assume the collection of transactions is homogeneous, each being an instance of a single, fixed and 
predetermined, transaction template. We assume also that the domain of each attribute (i.e., the set of values an 
attribute can assume) is finite, and hence the transaction space (Le., the set of possible transaction instances) 

is finite. 
S=(X*J3 . . . ,xi,  . . . , X & ] }  

We model the transactions as generated by two, independent, stationary stochastic processes, the normal 
(mundane) process N and the phenomena (interesting) process M, each with its image in S. This simple, binary 
partitioning simplifies the presentation, but our results easily generalize to applications for which we wish to 
refine the partition. 

A problem instance consists of a finite training sample DB and a finite rank stream RS, the actual tran- 
sactions which must be ranked. Each of these transaction sequences is written as q1, . . . , y j ,  . . , ym>, where 
y j s S  is the j" transaction in the sequence, and the yj  are not necessarily distinct. RS is assumed to be gen- 
erated by a mix of N and M, with the proportion determined by h=Pr ( N } ,  the a priori probability of process N. 
The stochastic process T that selects between N and M for the generation of each transaction in RS is itself sta- 
tionary and independent of each of N and M. 

In the applications under study, DB is assumed generated by N only (though there are important applications 
in which the training data is of the same mix as RS). Hence, we lack any "tagged" occurrences from process 
M. That we lack tagged representatives of the process M is one of the characteristics that distinguishes our prob- 
lem from the traditional classification problem; this work considers methods for coping with this severe problem 
constraint. 

The formulation developed below is simplified by the assumption.that each of DB and RS is of a fixed size, 
denoted IDB I=n and IRS l=k (where multiple occurrences of a transaction are counted multiple times toward the 
count). This assumption can be relaxed, replacing the fixed sizes by distributions over the possible sizes of DB 
and RS; all results apply in this case, provided that the resulting quantities are convergent. 

The processes N and M are characterized by their probability distributions on S, that is, by the vectors 
Q N = < ~ N ( ~ ) ,  ,QN(xi), ,QN(XISI)> and O,+,=<QM(X1), * * ,O,+,(xi), - - ,OM(xISI)>, 

such that the coordinates of each of 
and &(xi )  represent the probabilities Pr {xi 16, and Pr (xi leM 1, respectively. 

and 0, are nonnegative, real valued, and sum to 1. The entries &,(xi) 

Let 0, and 0, denote the spaces of a11 normal and phenomena distributions, and let @=ON x 0, denote 
the set of all distribution pairs. For any € k 0 N , 9 M ~ &  and any x i d :  

e,(xi) denotes the ratio eM(xi)/?3N(xj) 
e,(x,) denotes the linear combination X*0,(xi) i- (I-h)*BM(xi). 

Note that e,(%,.) is the probability that, under 8, transaction xi is generated as the j" transaction, for any j ,  that 
is, eh(xi)=Pr {xi le}. 

b 
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2.2 Tw o  Classes of Phenomena Detectors 

We cozsider two classes of phenomena detectors and demonstrate that the classes have rather different theoreti- 
cal properties. 

A phenomena detector pd  from either class trains on DB. A Class 1 detector, after training on D B ,  is 
instantiad to a map pd:S + R. Hence, as the j*  transaction x of an RS is generated, a pd  of Class 1 pro- 
vides an immediate evaluation p d ( x )  that is independent of the RS that contains x .  In contrast, a Class 2 detec- 
tor does not provide an evaluation of x until it has examined both the training data DB and the entire rank 
stream RS that contains x .  We shall demonstrate that Class 2 detectors are in a sense both potentially of greater 
power md "easier" to construct. Unfortunately, as was discussed in Section 1, the requirements of many appli- 
cations mandate the use of a Class 1 detector. 

More formally, we have the following definitions. Let G denote the set G={g Ig is a (prior) density or pro- 
bability function over 0). 

A Class I detector is a function 

Hence, such a pd's evaluation of each X E S  does not depend on the RS which is encountered. Effectively, 
pd defines a single permutation pdgpB(S)=l3(S) of S and pd's ranking of any RS is the restriction of 
n(S) to the distinct transactions appearing in RS. Practically, such a pd is instantiated to a map from 
S + IR once DB is presented during the (off-line) training phase. 

A Class 2 detector is a function 

Hence, such a pd's  evaluation of xeS may depend on the RS which is encountered. Effectively, pd  
defines a permutation pdg,DB(RS)=II(RS) for each RS encounteredf and these permutations may be 
independent, i.e., II(RS) and II(RS') need not be consistent. Practically, such a pd  is not fully instan- 
tiated to a map from S + lR during the (off-line) training phase; analysis of RS must be performed in the 
course of on-line operation. 

pd:G x {samples DB 2 IDB I=n }xS+lR. 

pd:G x {samples DB 3 IDB I=n } x {rank stream RS 3 IRS I=k} x S+R. 

Obseme that the second cIass of detectors properly contains the first -- a Class 1 detector is a Class 2 detec- 
tor that is constant in the argument RS.  

Our prior distribution g on 0 typically will be fixed, in which case we write pd(DB ,x) (or pd(DB,RS,x)  
for a Class 2 detector). This notation emphasizes the perspective that specialized algorithms are used to con- 
struct pd depending on the characteristics of g appropriate for a particular application. 

I 2.3 Bayesian Risk Formulation 

Loss Function 

The following notational conventions are used. 

1. pd is shown to include RS as an argument; if pd is from Class 1, it is understood that pd is constant in 
this argument. 

2. The prior distribution on 0 is understood to be g. 

pd *s  prioritization of transactions in S but not RS is inconsequential and hence pd ( g  ,DB ,RS,x) may be 
defined arbitrarily for any X E S  not appearing in RS. 
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3. The summation , where RS is a rank stream (Le., a sequence of not necessarily distinct transac- 

tions), is taken over all unordered pairs of distinct transactions from the sequence RS,  such that if x 
appears multiple times in RS, it will appear in multiple terms of the summation paired with the same y . 
In particular, if x appears c ( x )  times and y appears cb) times, the pair (x,y appears c(x)*c(r) times 
in the summation. 

b Y  I& 

Loss is based on prioritization error as defined in [9]. For any phenomena detector p d ,  training set DB , and 
rank stream RS,  L(pd,DB J S ; 8 )  is the prioritization error incurred by p d  over all transactions pairs from RS 
(see (3) above) when the sample is DB and 8eO is the true distribution vector characterizing the processes N 
and M. 

Formally, we define loss as follows. For any pair {x,y } of transactions, define 
~((~,y>;8)=~r{~1~;8)*Pr{~ly;e) 
r(e=y>;e)=1/2( P r { M 1 x ; e } * P r { N t y ; e }  + Pr{Mly;e)*Pr(NIx;e} ). 

The loss 
the processes are characterized by 8 is: 

incurred by pd  on transaction pair (x,y }& when the observation is DB , rank stream is RS , and 

I (cx ,y >;e) if pd (OB ,RS J )<pd (OB 3s ,Y ) 
I (0; =y >;e) if pd (OB JiS J )=pd (OB ,RS y ) 
I (cy ,x >;e) if pd (OB ,RS ,x )>pd (OB 3s ,Y ‘i &,(pdPBJG;Q) = 

Loss function L is defined as: 

L(pd,DB,RS;8) = [l/(IRS I*(IRS I-l))]* C &,(pd,DB,RS$) 
IXY 

Discussion: 
1. LXy@d ,DB ,RS ;e) specifies that the loss incurred by a pd such that pd  (DB ,RS ,x)<pd (DB ,RS y ) is the 

probability that, when 8 characterizes the operative processes, x is generated by the phenomena process 
while y is generated by the normal process. This is an appropriate penalty, since it is exactly the proba- 
bility that, when 0 is operative, pd’s  ordering of x and y is a misdirection. (When pd(x)=pdO,), the 
penalty is the average of the two directional penalties, reflecting the fact that in this case pd  provides no 
guidance and x and y must be ranked by arbitrary means [e.g., a coin flip].) Note also that loss does not 
include terms L,, , since no detector prioritizes a pair of identical transaction instances. 
A loss function appropriate for classification is penI*Pt{M1x;8} when x is classified as normal and 
penIl *Pr {NIX ; e )  when x is classified as phenomena. (Here, pen1 and penII are chosen to model the rela- 
tive importance of Type I and. Type II errors.) While classification error is not applicable to our ranking 
problem, we shall demonstrate that the ranking induced by an optimal CIass 2 detector is trivially con- 
verted, for any penI and penll, into an optimal classifier, where &e classification of x may be based on 
g PB , and RS. In contrast, we demonstrate that the ranking induced by an optimal Class 1 detector is not 
consistent with optimal classification, where the classification of x may be based on g and DB,  but not 
RS . 
Loss L o  is normalized by IRS I*(IRS 1-1), which represents the maximum number of terms contributed by 
a rank stream of size kSI, thus allowing meaningful comparisons of loss incurred on RS of different 
sizes. 

2. 

3. 

From the definition of Bayes risk we have 

rsk (pd )  = p p d ( 8 ) g  (8)d 8, where 

Q(6) = C L @d ,DB ,RS ;B)*Pr {DB ,RS 16) 
DE ,RS 
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= E(E[1/(kS I * ( h  1-1))]*( &,(pdDBJZS;8) )*Pr(RSle})*h[DB 18,) 
DB Rs IXY Ids 

= c[l/k* (k-1)] * (E( C Lx (pd J IB  ,RS ;e) ) *Pr { RS IO)) *Pr {DB I ON }. 
DB R.7 (XYJdS 

(Recall that k is the size of the rank stream to be analyzed.) 

Technical Note: Rpd(0) is bounded and continuous; hence, we are justified in the use of the Riemann integral 
whenever the prior distribution on 0 has integrable density go. However, in many applications (and many of 
our examples) g o  will be a discrete probability function, in which case the integral is interpreted as a sum. In 
fact, important families of prior distributions (e.g., those considered in Sections 5 and 6) can be enlarged to 
include more general probability measures over 0, in which case the Riemann integrd is replaced by the Lebes- 
gue integral. 

The expression for Bayes risk involves the distributions Pr {DB b N } ,  the probability that eN generates sam- 
ple DB,  and Pr {RS le}, the probability that 0=ceN,eM> generates rank stream RS. 

Theorem 2.1: 
(a)Let DB be a sample (Le., a sequence of transactions), with Count(DB) the vector <c 1, . . . , ci, . . . , cs> giv- 

ing the frequency count in DB of each xi&, including those with 0 count. Then the probability Pr {DB 18,) 
that process N characterized by 0, generates this DB is given by Pr {DB iQ,}=(xi (eN(xi>”i)). 

@)Let RS be a rank stream (i.e., a sequence of transactions), with Count(RS) the vector <c 1, . . . , ci, . . . , cs> 
giving the frequency count in RS of each x i a s ,  including those with 0 count. Then the probability Pr {RS 18) 
that processes N and M characterized by 8 generates this RS is given by Pr {RS 18}=(A(0h(xi)ci)). 

i=l 

i =1 
Proof: The transactions in each of DB and RS are generated by a sequence of i.i.d. random variables whose 
distributions are given by 8 N  and O h ,  respectively, 17 - 

2.4 Optimal Class 2 Detection 

Since the sums are over a finite number of terms, we can write 

)*  ’ {DB ION }g (8)d e). 

Observe that pd minimizes risk if and only if pd(DB;;) is the minimizer for each DB of 

r ~ k  @d -)=[ l/k* (k -111 * J(x( Lx @d m , R S  ;e) *Pr [ RS 18))) *Pr {m I 8, }g (8)d 0. 
0 RS [ r y J d S  

-- 
Similarly, any optimal Class 2 detector must be optimal for each ( D B P S )  pair encountered. That is, an optimal 
pd of Class 2 must rank RS so as to minimize 

-- 
rsk(pdPB PS)=J( E L ~ , ~ ( P ~ , E J I S ; ~ )  )*Pr{RSie}*Pr(DBieN}g(e)de. 

* (XYJW- 

We therefore have the following necessary and sufficient condition for the optimality of a Class 2 detector. 

Definition 2.1: Function f 2: T+IR orders set T consistently with function f T+IR if, for all x , y ~ T ,  
f 1(x) C f  10) - f 2 ( X )  < f 2 6 J ) .  

Observe that i f f  orders consistently with f l  then: (a) When f l ( x )  =flb), f 2 ( x )  and f26J) may stand in 
any relation, and @) We may have f z ( x )  = f 2 0 )  only when f l ( x )  = f 10). 
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-- 
Theorem 2.2 pd is an optimal Class 2 detector if and only if, for each (DB,RS), pd orders RS consistently 
with pd (D,ES,x)=JPr ( M  Ix;e}*Pr { E l e } * P r  {f%%3,}g (8)d e. 
Proof: Inspection of rsk(pdJB,RS) -- reveals that the contribution of the pair {x,y } to pd's risk is minimized 
when pd (DT, i?? j )<pd  (OB ,RS ,y ) if and only if 

-- 0 

{ M  Ix;9}* (1-Pr {M ly;9})*Pr {El€)} *Pr { E l 9 , } g  (0)d BsjPr {M Iy;8}* (1-Pr (M Ix;Q})*Pr {E 18) *Pr {G b,)g (Q)d i 
e 

or, equivalently, if and only if 
IPr { M  I x ; ~ }  *Pr {Bl9}  *Pr { D l e , } g  (8)d 9s fPr { M  ly ;e} *Pr {Eb} *Pr {Efile,}g (8)d 8. 

-- -- 6 Q 
Similarly, the contribution of the pair {x,y } to pd's risk is minimized when pd (OB ,RS ,x)=pd (DB ,RS ,y ) if and 
only if Pr { M  1x;8} *Pr {RTie}  *Pr (DIf3,)g (9)d 9= *Pr {E le} *Pr {E 10, }g (8)d 9. I] Q 

-- 
Observation 2.1: Given a fixed pair (OB ,RS), the probability that transaction x is generated by the phenomena 
process is Pr{MIx}= Pr {MIx;8}*f(fIkSALlB)d9, where f(0IRSADB) is the posterior distribution on 0, given 

training sample 

-- -- I 
and rank stream RS.  

-- -- 
Corollary 2.2 For each (OB ,RS), pd ( x )  is equal to Pr (DB ARS } *Pr {M Ix }; and hence ranking by the proba- 
bility Pr {MIX } each x ES was generated by M (given D B  and RS)  is optimal. 
Proof: pd * (x)=JPr { M Ix ;e} *Pr {E le} *Pr {=le, }g (0)d 8 

0 
Pr {M Ix ;9} *Pr { EAf%fAe}d { M  Ix ;9} *f (0 IEAE) *Pr ( D A E } d  9 =Pr { D S }  *Pr { M  Ix } fl 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Discussion: 
1. The ranking problem and the classification problem (classify each x into either N or IW) are consistent 

when all of RS may be inspected before ranking or classifying any of its transactions. That is, the penalty 
for Type I or Type II error simply determines where in the optimal ranking to place the threshold on 
Pr {M Ix } for classifying x and, consequently, [x optimaly classified as N and y optimaly classified as M] 

The optimal ranking produced by pd* depends on k P r  IN}. (it is easy to see that Pr {m18} depends on 
h and this quantity can be made to dominate.) 
While the optimal Class 2 detector is specified by a simple expression, its evaluation for a given prior dis- 
tribution g on 0 may be infeasible. However, if g is nonzero on only finitely many 8 e 0  (or if the 
integral is evaluable in polynomial time), the optimization problem is in P .  While this latter result does 
not ensure feasibility for real problem instances (where the problem size can be enormous), the result is of 
theoretical interest, especially .in contrast to the results for Class 1 detectors (see point 4). 
The results for Class 1 detectors will be shown to be quite different from those for Class 2 detectors. It 
will be shown that when evaluation (for ranking or classification) must be performed on each x ,  indepen- 
dent of the overall RS, optimal ranking is not consistent with optimal classification and that the optimal 
ranking is independent of A. We establish further that, even when theprior distribution g is nonzero on 
only finitely many  EO, no polynomial time evaluable Class 1 detector exists, unless P=NP. Section 4 
pursues such computational issues. 

3 Ipd * (x)s@ * 6J 11. 

2.5 Class 1 vs. Class 2 Detectors 

The distinction between the two classes of detectors is significant; for certain prior distributions on 0, all 
optimal detectors lie in (Class 2 - Class 1). The following example demonstrates that the optimal detector 
indeed can depend on RS. In particular, the example demonstrates that, for a fixed DB , the optimal detector's 
ordering of rank stream RSI=~1,x2,x3> is not consistent with its ordering of rank stream R S 2 = ~ 1 , x 1 ~ 2 > .  This 
demonstrates that the overall optimal detector comes from (Class 2 - Class l), since the overall optimal detector 
must be optimal on each rank stream, while any detector from Class 1 induces a single ranking of S, with which 
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th& 'ranking of any rank stream is mnsistcnt 

Exampb 2.1: Suppose S=(xlp j 3 )  and that the distribution g on 0 is nonzero on only the following 81 and 
et- 

e2 
0% 0% 

x i  0.3332 0.3333 ... 
12 0.3335 0.3333. .L 
x j  0.3333 Q.3333. .. 

and the difference in loss incurred on the 81 tenn by the asderings xIa2 ve~sus xztrll which i s  great, dominates 
tbis diffeicnce on the 0, tcm, which it is minuscule. {Observe also that Pr{RSzlB1) > Pr{R3&).) 

The optimal member of Class 1 must sdeet a single ordering of 3, not depending on RS, and hence LhE overall 
optimal i s  in {Class 2 - Qass 1). The results of the sections which follow (specificdly, see Example 3.1) allow 
us to demonstrate that, in fact, the optimal ordering 6fS by a Class 1. detector is ~1-2a -3 .  It is interesting to 
note that this ordaing differs from the way the optimal Class 2 detector must order the rank stream 
R S ~ W I , . Z : ~ S P .  Intuitively, a Class 2 detwtm, when presented with an RS may adjust its posterior on 8; a 
Class 1 detector may not depend on RS and produces a single ordering of $ which minimizes an "expcctation" 
over the disuibutian of possible RS. 

Hence, we have tho fdl~wing. 

Theorem 2.3: There exist prior dis~butions 8 on F) sueh that all optimd #etectors lie in (CIass 2 - Class 1). 
Proof: Example 2.1, provides one such distribution g . 
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3. Theoretical Study of Class 1 Detectors 

Theorem 2.2 established that a detector is optimal within CIass 2 if and only if it orders consistentiy with 
pd*(x)= P r { M ~ ; 8 } * P r { ~ ~ l e } * P r { D B 1 8 , ) g ( B ) d 8 .  For many applications, however, a Class 1 detector is 

required. In Section 4 we demonstrate that specifying an optimal Class 1 detector is far more difficult than is 
specifying an optimal Class 2 detector; in particular, we demonstrate that, even when the distribution g is 
nonzero on only finitely many 8& (or results in an easily evaluable risk integral), the problem of determining 
an optimal Class 1 ranking is NP-hard. 

d 

We begin now to consider the problem of finding the best (or good) detector within Class 1. 

3.1 Risk for Qass 1 Detectors 

Let pd be any CIass 1 detector. Then the expression 

in which RS does not appear, is well defined. (It is not, however, well defined for a detector in (Class 2 - CIass 

expression for risk 
-+- 1). since such a detector depends on the missing RS argument.) We now establish that rskl and our original 

5 rsk(pd)=J(xl/k (k-l)] * (E( &,(pd,.m ;e) >*Pr {RS l e p w  {DB le, })*g (e )de  
P 6 DB = by)@ 
s. 
b: 

4 

yield the same value for any detector in Class 1 (where we continue to suppress RS as an argument to pd since 
pd is in Class 1). 

Theorem 3.1: Let pd be any member of Class I. Then for each fixed 6 ~ 0  and training sample DB, the inner 
term 

[ilk (k -1 11 * L , ~  w PB ;e) 1 * I J ~  IRS le 11 
RS [ x y J d l S  

of rsk(pd) is equivalent to 
2 eb 6b 0, )*-&xy Qd DB 

(XY 

ProoE For any pair z,w of transactions in S, consider the total weight, over all rank streams RS of size k , .  
attached to the term Lz,w. Consider first the weight contributed by a fixed RS of size k. The number of times 
the term Lz,w occurs in the sum 

is n(z)*n(w),  where n (z) and n ( w )  are, respectively, the number of occurrences of z and w in RS.  Hence, the 
contribution to risk of terms Lz,w for such an E is n(z)*R(w)*(Lz,w(pdPB;8)*Pr{RS18}). 

Consider now the total weight attached to h,w by all RS with the same counts n (z) and n (w).  To compute 
this quantity, we require the total probability of this collection of rank streams, that is, 
Pr{RS with counts n ( z )  and n (w) 18). Let V denote the set S-{z,w } of remaining transactions. Then 
n (V)=k-(n (z)+n ( w ) )  is the number of occurrences in RS of members of V and Ob (v>=1-(6, (z)+O,, (w)) is the 
probability that any single transaction generated by 8 is other than z or w. Hence, 

L , , w P B ; ~ )  
Ixv 

Pr{RS with cuunrs n ( z )  and n ( w )  16) = k! 
n(z)!*n(w)!*n(V)! 

* eh (z in(z)* e,, (W )n(W)* eb (v)"(? 
The total weight, over all RS of size k, attached to the term Lz,w hence is . .  
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all 3-tuples (n (z),n (w),n (V)) such that n (z),n (w )tl,n (V)>O,n (z)tn (w )+n (V)=k . (Note that n (z),n (w)>O 
since, otherwise, an RS with these counts does not contribute any z,w pain.) This weight equivalently can be 
written as 

* e,, (x)" * e,, @)* * 81, (z)']), where the sum is take over all 3-tuples (k-2)! 
k*(k-l)*8h(x)*eh@)*(  c [a!*b!*c!  

(aQ.c) 
(a ,b ,c) such that a ,b ,c20,0,a+b+c=k-2. But this quantity is equal to 
k* (k -l)* e,, (x)* e,, (r )* (8, (x)+e,, (r )+e,, (z))(~-~) = k* (k -1)* e,, (x)* e,, Cy), since (0, (x)+e,, 0, )+e,, (z))=l. 
Since th is  is the total weight, over all RS of size k ,  attached to each term Lz,w we have established that 
[ i i k ( k - i ) i * ( ~ (  &&d.ww * P r W e }  >= C e,(X)*e60,)*Lxy(pdPB;e). IZI 

( X Y J r n  (X.Y I d  

In the following, when studying Class 1 detectors, we shall work with the more convenient form rskl of 
risk 

3.2 Properties of Class 1 Detectors 

The risk expression r s k l ( p d m )  for any fixed DB and Class 1 detector is a sum of {x , y  }-terms, each of which 
is a function of only how pd orders x,y  when mined on DB. In particular, if p d  orders as 
pd (DT,x))cpd (DT,y ) ,  the (x ,y }-contribution to rsk l(pd DB) is 

Similarly, i f p d  orders as pd (D%,x)>pd(D'-Ty), the {x ,y  }-contribution to r sk l (pdP?)  is 

(In case pd(DTj )=pd(Dx ,y ) ,  the contribution is the average of these two quantities.) 

Dropping the common second term of each ordering's contribution, the effect of the ordering choice 
pd(DT,x)<pd(DT,y)  is a contribution of 

for the ordering pd(DB,y)<pd(Dx,x) .  (In case pd(D%,x)=pd(DT,y), the contribution is the average of these 
two quantities.) 

Applying Bayes Theorem to the posteriors Pr {M IZ;~}, we write the consequences of the orders as 

* eh (x)*e,, (r )*PT {E le} *g (e)d e 
versus 

Using the identity e,, (z)=eN(z)h+eM(z)(l-h) and suppressing common terms, we write the two consequences as 
A( 1-A)* [ ( x ) ~ N O ) P ~  {E I0)g (8)d e] Q 
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Consequently, a Class 1 detector can be evaluated by summing, over all pairs x , y ,  pd’s ranking of x,y’s 
contribution to risk, cancelling the terms and factors common to all rankings. In particular, if pd ranks x,y as 
pd(DT;r)<pd(DT,y) the contribution can be written as 
phf (XlQt.4 0 )Pr {m le h? ( w e  (1) 
e 

or, equivalently, when 6,(x)&, as 
I * (0, (X)Q,O ) ~ r  {E l81g (e> >de* 

(If p d ( m , x ) = p d ( m , y ) ,  the average of BM(x)*BNCy) and e,@)*e,(x) replaces e,(x)*e,(r) in the 
integrand of (l), and the average of e r ( x )  and e,@) replaces e,@) in  the integrand of (2)). 

A detector is optimal within Class 1 if and only if its ranking minimizes these contributions, summed over 
all (x,y )cS pairs. Notice that the optimal ranking by a Class 1 detector does not depend on 5 a fact that is in 
contrast to the optimal ranking by a Class 2 detector (see Theorem 2.2). 

In [9] we demonstrate that pd defined by pd,(x)=e,(x) minimizes a penalty expression that, when a single 8 
is such that g (0)=1, is equivalent to rskl. That rskl is minimized by this pd, when a single 0 has mass 1 fol- 
lows immediately from inspection of (the single nonzero term of) expression (1) or (2). It is apparent also that, 
when a single e is such that g(8)=1, pd, is optimal not only within Class 1, but within Class 2, Le., in this case, 
a pd that is permitted to depend on RS has no advantage, since in this case the posterior distribution on 0 obvi- 
ously is the same as the prior distribution, namely f (e ID3 ,RS)=g (€))=I. 

When g is nonzero on more than one &O, the minimization of risk within Class 1 can become significantly 
more difficult. Analysis of expressions (1) and (2) reveals important characteristics of the minimization. 
Observe, for example, that the optimal pairwise orderings - that is, the collection of pairwise orderings that 
minimizes each {x ,y  } pair’s contribution to rsk,(pd,DB) -- need not induce a consistent order on S. For exam- 
ple, x l u t 2 ,  ~ 2 - 3 ,  and X ~ C X I  might each be the ordering minimizing the corresponding transaction pair’s contxi- 
bution to rsk,@d,DB); hence, the optimal detector of Class 1 (which maps pd:DB x S + IR, and thus induces 
a single, consistent ordering on S) in such a case cannot be pairwise optimal. 

Example 3.1: Consider again Example 2.1 of Section 2.5 used to demonstrate that the optimal member of CIass 
2 must rank R S l = e 1 , ~ 2 , ~ 3 >  and R S ~ e , , x , , x p  inconsistently. This same example demonstrates also that, 
when attention is restricted to Class 1, the pairwise orderings which minimize each { x , y ]  pair’s contribution to 
risk are inconsistent with each other. Specifically (assuming E is sufficiently small), it is easy to demonstrate 
[e.g., in terms of (1) or (2)] that: 

x I u 2  contributes less to risk then does x2cxlt since dominates this pair’s ranking differential 
~ 2 0 ~ 3  contributes less to risk then does ~ 3 ~ 2 ,  since 8 2  dominates this pair‘s ranking differential 
~ 3 0 ~ 1  contributes less to risk then does ~ 1 ~ 3 ,  since O2 dominates this pair’s ranking differential 

The optimal Class 1 detector hence cannot be pairwise optimal. 
Further, expression (1) or (2) easily can be used to show that the optimal Class 1 detector orders S as 

~ 1 ~ 2 a 3 .  To see this, note that the optimal must order as X I < X ~ ,  since the difference between the contribution 
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of x l a 2  and x2ur1 under el dominates all other contributions. In determining where in the optimal ordering xg 
must be placed, we observe that only 02  is significant, since any term involving x3 and 01 includes a factor of E, 
and hence goes to 0. It is then easy to verify that, with x 1 a 2  fixed, the best placement of x3 is following x p  
Hence, we have established also the claim made at the conclusion of Example 2.1, that the optimal member of 
Class 1 must order S as X ~ G ~ C C ~ ,  while the optimal detector in Class 2 must order the rank stream 
R S I = < X I , X ~ , X ~ >  as ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 1 .  In particular, we have demonstrated the suboptimality of 
pd(m,x)= Pr{MIx;8}*Pr{RS--.<rl, ...scisI z I 0}*Pr(=10N}g(0)d8 (where S=[xt . . . ,x ls l } )  with respect 

to the minimization of risk for a Class 1 detector, fl I 

3.3 The Suboptimality of Posterior-Based Class 1 Detectors and 
the Divergence of Class 1 Ranking from Classification 

Corollary 2.2 demonstrates that ranking by a Class 2 detector is optimal if and onIy if its ranking is consistent 
with Pr {M I x ;  DB ,RS }= Pr { M  ! ~ ; e )  *f (e IRS@B)d e. It therefore is natural to consider the Class 1 detector 

-- I 
pdp,(DB,x)=Pr {MIx;DB }= Pr {Mln;e}f(0Ix;L>B)de I 

that ranks based on the posterior of x being phenomena given DB (but not RS). 

Example 2.1 can be used to demonstrate that p d , ,  is not an optimal CIass 1 detector. It can be verified 
easily that Pr { M  lxl9T]flr {M Ix3;OB)d' {M k2;L>T) (for the DB, g, and h specified in that example), while 
we have already established (Example 3.1) that the optimal order of S is X ~ ( X Z C X ~ .  Intuitively, the posterior on 

is increased greatly by any rank stream that confains x3; hence, e, alone determines the optimal placement of 
x3 relative the other two transactions, since this pIacement matters only for rank streams which do contain x3. 
In contrast, dominates the relative ordering of the posteriors Pr{Mlx@?}  and Pr{MIx2$x} ,  while 
P {M 1x3;D3}=0.5 and hence falIs between the other two posteriors. 

Therefore, even if we were able to determine exactly Pr {Mk;DB}, we could not construct an optimal 
ranking for a Class 1 detector. As we shall demonstrate in the next section, optimal ranking by Class 1 detec- 
tors in fact is NP-hard. It is interesting to observe that, in contrast, Pr { M  h;DB } does determine the optimal 
probabilistic classification for x into N or M ,  given DB . That is, the optimal Class 1 classifier classifies x as 
normal and y as interesting only if Pr { M  k;DB }sPr {M ly ;OB ) and, given any fixed penalties for Type I and 
Type II classification errors, y is classified as interesting if and only if 
penIf * (1-Pr ( M  ly ;DB })spenI *Pr {M ly ;DB }. (This result paralIels the comments following Corollary 2.2 for 
Class 2 classification.) 

4. The Complexity of Consficting Optimal Detectors 

4.1 Optimization Over Class 2 

Theorem 2.2 establishes pd Pr {M I x ; ~ }  *Pr {R?le)  *Pr { ~ 1 € l N } g ( Q ) d 8  as an optimal Class 2 detector. If 

there is a finite number of nonzero density 8 (specified explicitly in a problem instance's input), or if the 
integral is evaIuable in polynomiaI time, evaluating pd* requires time bounded by a low order polynomial in the 
size of the problem instance's description, and hence the problem of optimal Class 2 detection is in P. Corol- 
lary 2.2 establishes that, under these same assumptions, optimal Class 2 classification is in P also, Le., when the 
classifier may inspect all of RS before classifying any x .  For comparison with the results derived in this section 
we restate these results as the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.1: If g is nonzero on only finitely many @EO, or if the above integral is evaluable in polynomial 
time, the problem of obtaining an optimal ranking [classification] by Class 2 detectors [classifiers] is in P . 

*=I 

I 
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4.2 Optimization Over Class 1 

In contrast to the polynomial time evaluable expression for an optimal Class 2 detector, we have for Class 1 not 
specified an optimal detector. We establish here that, even when a finite number of 8 have nonzero density, an 
optimal Class 1 detector, evaluable in polynomial time, in fact cannot exist, unless P=NP . 

Observe that the problems of finding an optimal Class 1 detector and of constructing an optimal ordering of 
S are of equivalent complexity: if an optimal detector exists which is evaluable in polynomial time it can be 
applied to each member of S to sort S; if an optimal ordering of S can be obtained in polynomial time, an 
optimal pd can be defined by pd(x)=position (x ) .  Our first step is to establish the NP-completeness of the fol- 
lowing abstract problem, which we call nontransitive sorting (NTS). 

NTS is defined as: 

INSTANCE: Collection S=(x1, . . e , x n }  of items, a list of values F ( x j j j ) ~ Z  for each ld#jsx, and an 
integer bound K. 
QUESTION: Is there a permutation n(S) such that Cost(TI(S))= 

. 
F(xi j j )  s K ?  

Cr,sj)=qaj in n(.V 

Theorem 4.2: NTS is NP-complete. 
Proof: Clearly, NTS is in NP, as we can guess a permutation n(S) and in polynomial time compute its cost. 
We establish the NP-completeness of NTS by reducing Maximum 2-Satisfiability (Max 2-SAT) [6;LO5] to it. 

Let the instance Z of Max 2-SAT be: 
U = h r  . .. - , x ,  1 
C={c 1; :.. a , c, } 
K 

Create as follows an instance I' of NTS: 
S contains a total of 6m elements: Each clause cj={Zjj,Zkj], where ljj and lkj denote complemented or 
uncomplemented occurrences of the distinctf variables xi and xk, generates four members of S, namely 
xij,xij',xkj, and xkj8. Each cj additionally generates the two enforcer elements uj and zj in s. Intuitively, 
ordering as xij<xii' in I' will correspond to setting xi true in Z, while ordering as xij'(xij in I' will 
correspond to setting xi false, 

FC;) is defined as follows: Unless explicitly assigned a value below, F(a,b)=O. 
We first specify F so as to enforce the requirement that, for each i, the pairs xjj,xij* are ordered the same 
way across the j ,  and hence that the induced assignment to xi is consistent. To this end, we first force the 
permutation to be consistent with the clause ordering, that is, we ensure that, for each i=1,2, ...,n, xijcxik and 
X g ' q k '  for every pair j J c  such that x i i j 2 d .  To accomplish this, set 

F(xa,xij)=B 1 ,  for each i and every pair k>j  such that x i j j a ~ S  
F(xik',x;j')=B1, for each i and every pair k > j  such that xij',xk'~S, 

where B1=7nm+7m+n+l. The only way to avoid incumng'a cost of B1 is to order the variables by clause, 
as described above. As we shall see, B 1. is sufficiently large that if a single B cost is incurred by an order- 
ing, the total cost of this ordering is guaranteed to be positive, and hence greater than the bound we shall 
seIect for instance 1'. 

Next, we force, for any i ,  all the xij variables to come either before or after all the xij' variables. Let f ( i )  
and 1 (i) respectively denote the subscripts of the first and last clause in which xi or xi' appears. Set 

F ( X ~ ~ ( ~ ) ' , ~ ~ & B ~ .  for each i 
F(xil(i)'jsij(i))"Bzv for each i , 

tAny instance of Max 2-SAT containing a clause {x,x' } trivially can be transformed to an equivalent 
instance without such a clause, since all truth assignments satisfy such a clause. 
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where Bp7rn-tl. There are exactly two ways to avoid a B z  cost, assuming all B ,  costs are avoided: 
If. for any i ,  all the xij' follow a11 the xi i ,  the above function values are not activated and neither B2 
nor -R2 costs are incurred. 
If, for any i, all the xi/' precede all the xi j ,  each of the above 2 function values are activated and the 
costs cancel. 

Notice that any interleaving necessarily will incur a B2 cost (assuming B1 is not incurred and hence the 
clause ordering holds) which won't be cancelled. As we shall see, if an ordering incurs even a single B2 
cost that is not cancelled by a -B2 cost, the cost of the ordering will be positive. Observe also that even if 
all n 4 2  costs are obtained, this would not compensate for incurring even a single B l  cost. 

Now define F to check satisfiability. Let clause cj={la ,lb }, where literals 1, and lb are complemented or 
uncomplemented occurrences of the distinct variables xu and xb of U. laj denotes x a j d  if 1, is uncomple- 
mented and xaj'eS if 1, is complemented; similarly for lbj. Also, if laj represents xaj, - J a j  represents xaj' 
and if laj represexits xaj', - J a j  represents xai; similarly for l b j .  
We use F to force, for each clause cj={la 

uj<laj, by setting F (laj ,uj )=B 1 
uj elbj, by setting F (ibj  ,u j )=B 1 
-daj <j , by setting F (Zj syraj  )=B 1 
I l b j  <zj , by setting F (Zj  ,+j >=B 1 

}: 

Hence, we force both 

without specifying how the "in clause" variables lUj and 1bj are ordered, nor how the "out clause" variables 
-la] and are ordered, nor how the two chains interact. Note, for example, that any order of the form 
u i a c z j  (7c denotes any ordering of the four complemented and uncomplemented variables) does not incur 
any of these B 1 costs. However, there also are orderings not incurring a B cost in which uj follows z j .  

uj <&j , l t j  and l l a j  i-tlbj (zi 9 

Clause cj specifies also: 
F ( la j  , + , j ) =  -2 
F (lbj , - d a j  >= -2 
F (zj , ~ j  >= -3 

Observe that if an ordering is credited with -3 for zj<uj ,  the ordering avoids a B 1 cost only if it is of the 
form: 

Hence, in this case, the ordering is not credited with either of the -2 terms, and as we shall argue, the 
corresponding assignment will not satisfy c j .  

- l ~ j , ~ E b j U j < u j < l a j , l b j .  

The transformation is completed by setting the the target minimization value in instance Z' of NTS to 
-4K-3(m-K). 

We now demonstrate that if instance I of Max 2-SAT has an assignment A satisfying J clauses then the con- 
structed instance I' of NTS has a permutation achieving cost -4J - 3(rn-J); hence, I is a YES instance implies 
I' is a YES instance. 

Consider any clause c j = { l a , t b  }. We demonstrate that if assignment A satisfies c j ,  we can order the correspond- 
ing elements of S so that we obtain a value of -4 on these pairs, and that if A does not satisfy c j ,  we can order 
the corresponding elements of S so that we obtain a value of -3 on these pairs. 

Case 1: A satisfies c j .  
la: Both 2, and 1, are assigned true. Then we order as 

We obtain 2 pairs of -2, hence achieving the -4. 

lb: 1, is assigned true and i b  assigned false. Then we order as 

U j d a j  <Ibj<Ylbj<"lajaj .  
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uj <laj<71bj -dbj < 7 1 a j  u j  
As in Case la, we obtain 2 pairs of -2. 

IC: la is assigned false and 16 assigned true. Then we order as 

Again we obtam 2 pairs of -2. 
uj <lbj < 7 1  <laj &lbj uj "! 

Case 2 A does not satisfy cj.  Then we order as 

We obtain -3 on F(zj ,uj) .  
.7laj<7l-bjuj <uj<&j<lbj 

We now extend to a total order on S the orderings specified above, while incurring zero additional (cumulative) 
cost. Let yl j<y2jcy3j<y4j  denote the ordering of the "literals" laj,&j,71aj , 7 l b j  specified by clause cj .  Then the 
orders already specified are consistent with the total order 

of U - {uj,zj I j=1,2, ..., m}. (The variables uj and zj are placed into the above chain in a manner depending on 
the case for clause cj ) .  

Y11<y21<y12<y22<~ ' ' <ylrn<y2m<y31<y41~32~42<  ' * < y 3 m 9 4 r n  

To see that the new pairwise orders specified by this total order incur zero additional cost, observe first that the 
order specifies x i j a s  and xij 'as' for a31 i and j<k such that xij,xik,xij',xZkS. Hence, the 31 costs of 
F (xs jij) and F (xZ',xij ') for j <k are avoided. 

Next, note that all the xij precede all the xij' if A assigns xi true, while all the xij follow all the xij' if A 
assigns xi false, Le., there is no interleaving. To see this, observe that the orders prescribed by each cj places 
the two literals assigned true before the two literals assigned false, Le., in all cases, the pattern is T < T c F G .  
Hence, any B2 cost incurred by F ( ~ ~ f ( i { , x ~ l ( ~ , )  is paired with a -B2 cost obtained by F(xilci,l,x~(i)). 

Finally, the remaining pairwise orderings are of the form { l i j , lqk} ,  i#q and j#k (the variables may be 
primed or unprimed, in any combination), and u j z j  variables paired with variables from clauses other than j .  
Since F(-;)=O for either ordering of all such pairs, the cost of the total ordering remains -4J-3(m-J). 

To complete the proof, we must demonstrate that the constructed instance I' of NTS is a YES instance only 
when the original instance I of Max 2-SAT is a YES instance. Suppose we have an order n(S) of S such that 
Cost(II(S))s-4K-3(m-K). Since this cost is negative: (i) all B, costs are avoided, and hence (ii) B2 and -B2 
costs are incurred in pairs. Consequently, for each i, all xij variables come either before or after all xij' vari- 
ables and we may equate n(S) unambiguously with an assignment An to the variables of U, that is, A n  assigns 
xi true if all the xij precede all the xij', while An assigns xi false if all the xij follow all the xij'. 

By (i) and (ii), the cost obtained by n(S) is obtained on the clause specific function values and, since the 
cost is negative, the B 1  costs are avoided here as well. Observe that no single clause can achieve a cumulative 
cost of less than -4. To see this, observe that if a clause obtains a -3 value for ordering zj<uj, it cannot addi- 
tionally obtain a -2 value without incurring an B, cost. Hence, it must be the case that K or more clauses con- 
tribute a cost of -4 each. Now observe that if cj contributes -4, it must be the case that assignment A n  satisfies 
c j .  To see this, suppose that A n  does not satisfy cj={laj , lbj}  and hence An assigns false to both of these 
literals. But then by the way A n  is constructed from II(S), n(S) orders -,Zaj<laj and 7 l b j < l b j .  Hence, all con- 
sistent orderings of -Jaj , la j ,4b j , lb j  must end in either laj or &,j, meaning that the clause can contribute a -2 
value for at most one of F(laj,71bj) and F ( l b j , 4 a j ) .  Since we have already argued that cj cannot obtain a -3 
value for ordering zj<uj,  and additionally obtain a -2 value without incurring an B 1  cost, cj can contribute at 

Therefore, we have established that K clauses must contribute a cost of -4 each, and that each of these 
best -3. 

- 
clauses must be satisfied by An. 

Corollary 4.2: NTS is NP-complete even when F(- , - )  is restricted to the five values in {0,1,3,B2+3,B1+3}, 
where B1 and B2 are defined in the proof of the previous theorem. 
Proof: Modify the transformation to use F(a,b)=F(a,b)+3 and a target minimization value of 
3*W-4K-3(m-K),  where W==(6m), which is the number of terms appearing in  the cost of any II. I] 

2 

I 
? 
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We next demonstrate that Optimal Risk 1 Ordering (OR10) defined as follows is NP-complete. 

INSTANCE: A set S=(xj, . . . , x, } of transactions, a set @={e1, . . . ,9, } such that each ei assigns the 
rational pair ( 9N(xi),&M(xi) ) of probabilities to each x j d ,  a (rational) prior probability value g(9i) for 
each eieO, a sample DB=ccount (XI), ..., c u m  (x,)>, and a rational bound K. 
QUES'ITON Is there a permutation II of (xt .  . . ,x , ]  such that rsk(II;O,gm)sK, where 

2 

rsk(II;O,gjE>= C ( C ~ , ( x j ) ~ w ( ~ k ) ~ r  {mlei Ig ( e i )  1. 
kjJk>;u; ,ak  b n 

Note that it follows from (1) of Section 3.2 that a Class I detector minimizes risk if and only if the ordering 
Il it induces minimizes rsk(II; .;;) as defined in ORIO. (E pd minimizes risk and pd(x)=pd(y) SO too does 
pd' obtained by ordering x and y either way.) 

Theorem 4.3: ORlO ordering is NP-complete. 
Proof: Clearly, ORlO is in NP, as we can guess a pennutation II(S) and in polynomial time compute its cost. 
We establish the NP-completeness of ORlO by reducing the restricted version of NTS to it. 

k t  the instance Z of NTS be specified by S={xl, . . . ,x ,} ,  F(.;), and bound Km. We construct the following 
instance Z' of OR10. 

The set of elements to be ordered is S=Su{xo}. 
contains only 1 transaction, and this is a single Occurrence of xo, that is, count(xo)=l and 

count (Xi)&, ld 9 2  . 
@=(e, 1 Isifjss},  where for each ordered pair (ij) i f j ,  Qi~,(x~)"Bii~((xj)=1/2,  eij,(xi)=l, and 8,=0 
elsewhere. Notice P r ( m l 9 ,  )=1/2 for each 9,~0. ' 
Probability function g on 0 is defined as follows. Let sum-F= F(xi ,xj)  and define 

g(O,)=F(xi;si)/surn F. Clearly the g values sum to 1. 
Set the target minimization value K~~ ~ O = ( I I ( ~ * ~ U ~ - F ) ) * K ~ .  

(xiJj&lU'#jul 

Let E' denote any ordering of S. Then we have 
rsk (m;@,g PB) 
- - c QijM(Xi)eijfiNxj)Pr 1 s 1 9 i j  Ig (0,) 

( . r i ~ j k i a j  in ll' and ij>O 
S 

+ ( C e k j ~ h k ~ , + j ~ h ~ ~ ~ ( ~ I e U ) g ( e y )  
h k - f & x k u o  in Il' j=1  

k t j  

I 

=1/(4*sum - F)*Cosrms(rr(S)) + 1/(4*sum-F)* ( ~ F @ ~ , x ~ )  I, 
kkJHk-0 in n' i:j 

where E(S) is formed from ll' by removing xo. 

Observe that if xg appears in the first position of TI', then the second term, which represents the contribution to 
risk of pairs involving XO, is zero; further, this second term is never negative. Hence, if Z a YES instance of 
NTS with Cost(ll)sK, then II' formed by pIacing xo at the beginning of Il has rsk(Il~d/(4*surn-F)*K and I' 
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hence is a YES instance of OR10. Similarly, if I‘ is a YES instance of OR10 with rsk(II’)s1/(4*sum-F)*K, 
then II obtained by removing xg has Cust(n)lK and I hence is a YES instance of NTS. i-l 

The main results of this section are stated in the following theorem. 

Theorem 4.4: 
(A) OR10 is NP-complete even if there are exactly ISI2 - IS I nonzero density GEO, each giving nonzero proba- 

(B) The optimization version is NP-hard, that is, finding the ordering of S that minimizes risk is NP-hard. 
(C) No optimal, polynomial time evaluable Class 1 detector pd:  G x {DB } x S+IR can exist unless P=NP. 
Proot: (A) follows directly from the construction of Theorem 4.3. (B) follows trivially from a Turing reduction 
of the decision problem to the optimization problem (the cost of a permutation can be obtained in polynomial 
time). (C) follows since the eGstence of such a detector allows the NP-hard ordering problem to be solved in 
polynomial time. 12 . 

bility to no more than 3 transactions. 

To complete the contrast with Class 2 methods (where ranking and classification are essentially equivalent), 
we state the following. 

Theorem 4.5: If g is nonzero on only finitely many GEO, or if the integral for Pr {M lz ;OB } is evaIuabIe in 
polynomial time, the problem oi%bt+ning an optimal classification by Class 1 methods is in P. 
Proof: As observed at the conclusion of Section 3, given penalties for Type I and Type II classification errors, 
the optimal classification of y is phenomena if and only if penii *(l-Pr {M ly ;OB )).spenr *Pr {M ly ;OB }. The 
posterior can be computed in time polynomial in the size of the input under the conditions of the theorem. I2 

5. Minimizing Risk Under Simple Assumptions 

In the remainder of the paper we focus on Class 1 detection methods (though, where noted, some of the general 
results apply as well to Class 2 detection). The main results of the current section are theorems which specify 
efficient optimal detectors for prior densities g on 0 that generalize anomaly detection, under either of the fol- 
lowing assumptions: (i) g is symmetric, reflecting the absence of any prior semantic knowledge of the attributes; 
or (ii) A particular, known set of attributes completely characterizes the processes. Section 6 then considers the 
problem of specifying good, though not necessarily optimal, detectors for a broader class of prior distributions, 
which includes applications outside the realm of anomaly detection. 

5.1 A Sufficient Condition for Class 1 Optimalitj. 

In this section we derive a condition sufficient for establishing the optimality of Class 1 detectors. Sections 5.2 
and 5.3 apply the result to establish the optimality of a Class 1 detector far each of the aforementioned families 
of prior distributions on 0, 

It is convenient to extend the definition of Q,(x)  so that it is defined even when Q,(x)=O. 

Definition 5.1: For 8 ~ 0  and x e s ,  define Qr(x)=8,(x)/0,(x) when e,&)*, 8,(x)=1 when Q,(x)=QM(x)=O, 
and 8, (x )=- when Q,(x>=O, OM ( x ) f o .  The - symbol behaves as: Y <:DO for all v SIR and -. 
Observation 5.1: Under this definition, &(x)* Q N O , ) c O M ~ ) * Q N ( x )  if and only if 8,(x)cO,(y). 

Definition 5.2: Let g be a fixed probability or density functioni on 0. For any fixed pair {x,y } of transactions, 

iAs discussed in Section 2, our notation assumes g is a Riemann integrable density function or a discrete 
probability function; in the latter case, the integrals are to be interpreted as sums. The families of 
distributions considered here can be enlarged to include more general probability measures over 0, in which 
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Observation 5.2: Since g is assumed to be a valid probability or density function (in the discrete and continu- 
ous cases), it follows that each of p r { D B  [Q}*g(Q) and 10)*g(Q)d8 converges to P r { D B } .  

e 

The following lemmas are used in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

Lemma 5.1: Suppose 0 contains an infinite sequence 81,02, . . . , el,  ... (with each 8, distinct) nondecreasing in 
Pr{DBIBi)*g(Bi), (Le., Pr{DBkIi}*g(ei)  L Pr{DBlei+l)*g(ei+l), for all irl) with Pr{DBlej}*g(€J,)  > 0 for 
some j z l .  Then: - 
(i) When g is nonzero on a countably infinite number of 060, the convergence of p r  {DB lO}g (e) is con- 

txadicted. 
When g is a probability density function, the convergence of Pr {DB 10)s (B)d 8 is contradicted. 

e 

(ii) 

Proof: 
(i) g is nonzero on a countably infinite number of &O: Then the existence of the monotone sequence contrad- 
icts the convergence of p r  {DB k?}g (e), since the series contains the infinite subseries p r  {DB 10, }g (e i )  
whose terms do not converge to zero. 
(ii) g is a probability density function: The existence of the divergent series in (i) over discrete points on which 
the integral is evaluated implies the integral diverges. fi 

d 
9 i 

Lemma 5.2: For any transaction pair { X J  1 and training sample DB, the existence of bijections 
@xy :%q +ox>y 
@yJ :@y u +@y 5.r 

such that for every e,@,,, 6'eOy, we have both 
[Pr {DTl€I}*g(B)s.Pr (DB kDx,y(8)}*g (a;l,(0))] and [Pr{ml0'}*g(8')sPr I ~ I @ ~ . ( e 3 } * g ( ~ y , ( 8 ' ) ) ] ,  
where the inequality is strict for at least one 0 or 0': 
(a) Is impossible when g is nonzero on a finite number of e&. 
(b) Contradicts the convergence of p r  {DB l0}g (e) when g is nonzero on a countably infinite number of e€@. 
(c) Contradicts the convergence of Pr {DB k } g  (8)dQ when g is a probability density function. 

Proof: Assume the existence of such a pair of bijections and, WLOG, assume there exists 8,&,, such that 
[Pr { E l 0 1 )  *g (CI1)<Pr {Dbxa(el)} *g (QXy(8J)] .  (The statement of the theorem guarantees that at least one 
strict inequality holds; the argument is symmetric.if we must choose €ll&ycr). 
Form an infinite sequence 01,8, . . . , ei, ... as: . 

€++l=@x,y(Oi), if 8ieOx,y (i.e., if i odd) 
Oi+l=@yJ(Oi) ,  if 9i~Oycr  (i.e., if i even), 

Observe that this sequence is nondecreasing, that is, Pr (DB lei } *g(0,)@r {DB 18i+l}*g 21, with strict 
inequality when i=l. 
a) g is nonzero on a finite number of e€@. Since only could be such that g(e1)=0. some 0, must repeat in 
the sequence. If el is not the first to repeat, the injective property of one of the bijections is violated. If el is 
the first to repeat, we have the inconsistent chain 

of inequalities, a contradiction. 
b-c) If some Ok repeats in the sequence, we have the same inconsistent chain of inequalities as in  (a). Other- 
wise, the ei in the sequence are distinct and the previous lemma contradicts the convergence of the sum and 

I 

Pr{DB 1 8 , } * g ( e l ) ~ r { ~ ~  l0,}*g(e2)s- - ~ P r ( D B I e t - l } * g ( e k - ~ ) I P r { D B  le,}*g(el) 

case the Riemann integral is replaced by the Lebesgue integral. 
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integral. 

Definition 5.2: Let 6 be any subset of 0, and x,y any pair of transactions. 
each 8=43,,8,>& @(e)=ce'N,e',> is such that: 

We also apply 0 component-wise, that is, for &e,,e,>& we shall write @(~)=c@(eN),Q(eM)>. 

is an x,y-reflection on 6 if for 

e, (X >=e', 01 1, e, 01 )=e', (x  1, e, ( X  wM 01 a d  e, 01 )=e', (x 1. 

Note that there is no restriction on an x,y -reflection's effect on coordinates other than x and y . 
We now prove a general result that is useful in establishing the form of an optimal detector for certain sim- 

ple prior distributions g . 
Theorem 5.1: Let g be a probability or density function over '0 and 
for each x ,y transaction pair there exists a bijection (possibly depending on D B )  

which is an x,y-reflection on Oxq, such that either: 

some training sample. Suppose that 

@xJ:@xq + ox>r, 
VeEoX9? ~ ~ ( D B ~ e } * g ( e ) ~ ~ ~ { D ~ 1 a X , ( e ) ] * g ( ~ ~ , ( e ) )  or 
V e€ ox,, pr {E' I e I *g (egpr IDB lax,y (e)} *g (e)). 

Then the collection of pairwise orders defined by: 
xcy when a bijection exists to satisfy the first condition, with the inequality strict for at least one e,@,, 
y a  when a bijection exists to satisfy the second condition, with the inequality strict for at least one €kO,, 
x=y when bijections exist to satisfy both conditions (and hence none of the inequalities is strict.) 

is a collection of optimal pairwise orderings given D B  (that is, each ordering in the collection minimizes each 
{x,y }'s contribution to rskl given this fixed DB). 
Proof: Lemma 5.2 implies that, when a bijection @ exists to satisfy one of the two conditions and the inequal- 
ity is strict for at least one &Ox,, a bijection cannot exist to satisfy the other condition; hence the ordering 
rule is well defined. 

We now establish that this ordering of each { x , y }  minimizes this pair's contribution to rsk,. 8 with g(8)=0 
have no effect on risk contribution. For a fixed x,y, the loss incurred on e,@,, by any ranking of x ,y  is 
identical, since in this case e,(x)*e,CY)=e,(Y)*e,(X). Hence, in the following analysis, we suppress 8 such 
that g ((3)s or €IE@,, . 
It follows from (1) of Section 3.2 that the contribution to rskl(-Px) of each {x,y ] transaction pair assumes one 
of the foIlowing values: 

If we order as x q :  

ex9 

If we order as x>y: 

j ~,(x)*~~cY)*P~IDB le)g(e) + i s ( e , ) ( x ) * @ ( e , ) ~ , ) * ~ r { ~ ~  iwe))g(Q(e)) d e  

j Q,W*~,(X)*WDB l w e )  + ~ s ( e , ) ( ~ ) * ~ ( e , ) ( x ) * ~ r { ~ ~  iso(e))g(axe)) de 

. . .  
. 

e x 9  

If we order as x=y : average of the above two quantities. 

Since e,(x)=@(e,)(Y) and eM(x)=d5(8M))cy), we can write the contributions as 
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If we order as x=y: average of the above two quantities. 

Since, by definition, 8,(x)<CfrO,) (and hence ~ , ( x ) * ~ ~ C Y ) < B ~ M ( Y ) * ~ ~ ( X ) )  for each 8&,,: 
Pr {DB \Q}*g(8)2Pr{DB 1@(8)}*g(cD(8)) for each €I&,, implies the first contribution is no more than the 

second, while 
Pr {DB lf3}*g(€I)IPr{DB !@(e)} *g(@(8)) for each implies the second contribution is no more than the 

first. (When there is equality for each &Ox,, the contributions are identical.) Hence, the order specified for the 
pair {x,y } orders the transaction pair in a manner that minimizes its contribution to rski. !J 

- 

Remark As the following example demonstrates, the required bijections can exist and induce a collection of 
pairwise orders that is not consistent; in this case, the optimal Class 1 detector is not specified by this ordering 
rule (Le., the optimal Class 1 detector is not pairwise optimal). 

Example 5.1: First suppose that the following are the only four 6 ~ 0  such that g(8)>0. 
€Il is such that Ol,(x)~91,@)<Bl,(z). Note e,~(Ox,nOy,nQx,). 
e2 is such that €l,@)&,(x)<e,(z). Note 62e(Oy,nOy,nOx,). 
e3 is such that 63,(~)<83,(~)=83~(Y).  Note 83E(Oz<YnOLU). 
8, is such that ~ , ( z ) < ~ ~ ~ , ( x ) = € I ~ ~ ( Y ) .  Note e4e(02,nOz,). 

~t (E7 18,) *g (e1)=pr {D le,) *g (e4)d'r {OB le2) *g (ez )=~ t  {E le3} *g (e,). 
Suppose that DB and g are such th.at 

Define bijections: 
@xq:%y+Oya as @,,(W=%. 
@yu:Oyu+Oz<y as @y,(91)=94 and s0,,(8+6,. 

It is easily verified that each of these bijections obeys the inequalities of Theorem 5.1 and together prescribe the 
orders x q ,  y=z,  and Z=X. These three orders together are inconsistent, but do leave open the possibility that a 
consistent (and optimal) pd could be defined by resolving the equalities in a consistent way (any orderings of y 
and z and of z and x are pairwise optimal). However, we can mirror the cyclic structure from above, using dis- 
joint collections of 8 to augment each of the six sets BvW so that the resuIting 3 bijections (which extend the 3 
specified above) prescribe the orders x q ,  yu, and za. Hence, the pairwise optimal orderings in this case 
cannot be used to construct an optimd pd .  

~ z c r : ~ r , - + ~ x < r  @,,(84)=61 and aZe(e,+e,. 

-- 
A theorem parallel to Theorem 5.1 holds for Class 2 detectors, where Pr {RSADB le} replaces Pr {&?le] in 

the inequalityconditions. The result for Class 2 detectors is established simpIy by showing that the painvise 
orderings prescribed by the bijections are identical to those induced by the optimal Class 2 detector p d *  of 
Theorem 2.2 (and hence are consistent). The result, however, is of less utility for Class 2 detectors than Class 1 
detectors, since the optimality of pd* gives us a more convenient and broadly applicable tool for establishing 
the optimality of a given Class 2 detector. 

5.2 Symmetric Anomaly Detection 

An important illustration of how Theorem 5.1 can be applied is anomaly detection; when no prior information 
on attribute meaning is available. 

Definition 5.3: 8 - - < 8 N , 8 M > E 0  is N-ordered if, for each x and y pair, e,(x)<O,Cy) implies eN(x)reNO,). We 
say that distribution g on 0 is consistent with anomaly detection if g has mass 1 on OAD=(8e0 1 8 is N- 
ordered}. 

Discussion: Anomaly detection has been characterized [9] as detecting events rarest in N, without explicit refer- 
ence to the process M. Perhaps the most intuitive abstraction of a (N,M) relationship consistent with anomaly 
detection is common in N implies rare in M, meaning eN(x)ANO) implies 8,(x)seM(Y). Observe that the 
common-rare condition implies N-ordered, since if we had €l,(x)c6,(y) yet also e,(x)ce,(y), the common-rare 

- 
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condition leads to a contradiction, since it forces Q M ( x ) S M b )  making impossible the remise e,(x)<Q,(y>. On 
the other hand, we can have N-ordered without obeying this common-rare condition: J : can have e,(x)cO,(y), 
8,(x)>ONCy), and 8,(x)>8,@). Further, if 8 is N-ordered, the most suspicious x (highest & ( x )  value) are 
indeed the events rarest in N (lowest e,(%) value), Hence, 8, is a precise characterization of anomaly detec- 
tion. 

The following operator is used in the proof of Theorem 5.2. 

Definition 5.4: For any 8 (in either ON or 0,) let ex/, denote the 8' obtained by interchanging the coordinates 
8(x)  and e@). Extend to 8EO this exchange operator by 8x/y=<(e,)x/y,(8,)x/,>. 

Observe that for any 8EO and any transactions x , y ,  8,(x)=(8,)x/y@), 8M(x)=(8M)xlyQ), and 
0, (xHex/y 1, 0,)- .. 

Theorem 5.2 If g is consistent with anomaly detection and has the additional property that, for each e,@,, 
g(8)=g(BXb), then the frequentist detector defined by pd(x)=l/count(DB,x) minimizes risk among Class 1 
detectors. 
Proof: We establish that, when the conditions of the current theorem are satisfied, bijections exist to satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem'5.1 and that pd(x)=l/count(DB,x) orders each ( x , y }  pair identically with the order 
prescribed by Theorem 5.1. (Except in the trivial special case handled at the proofs conclusion.) Since p d  
maps S to IR, the resulting collection of pairwise orderings necessarily is consistent and hence Theorem 5.1 
implies the optimality of pd among Class 1 detectors. 

Observe first that-each member 8 of the partition cell Ox.&cOm has the property that 8,(x)>eN@), or 
eN(x)=8,(y) and e,(x)<Q,(y). Similarly, each member 0 of the partition cell Ox,ycOm has the property that 
e,(x)<e,O,), or e,(x)=Q,(y) and eM(x)A3,b). We define @ to satisfy Theorem 5.1 as the x/y exchange 
operator from Definition 5.4 (clearly this is an x,y-reflection) and claim this Q> is a bijection from Oxcr to Ox,,. 
The first step is to establish that if &@A,, then also @(@@A, .  The condition for @(e),s membership in OA, 
obviously is preserved on w and z different from x and y ,  since these components are identical in 8 and @(e). 
It holds also if one of w and z is x or y ; WLOG, consider the pair x and z , z different from y . Since in 8 the 
condition must hold for y and z ,  it must hold for x and z in @(e). Finally, consider x y  and suppose 
@(e),(y)cirj(e),(x). Then it must be that 8,(x)<6,b) and hence that 8 , ( x ) S N ( y ) .  Therefore 
Q,(8,)@)~aZ(eN)(x), as required. It then is apparent that Q, maps from Ox, to Ox.,,,. To see @ is a bijection, 
define W' to operate on members of Ox,, in the same manner that Q> operates on members of Ox,; it is 
apparent that qZ and @-' are inverses. 

1. 
To see that Qi obeys the inequality conditions of Theorem 5.1, consider three cases for D B :  
c o u n t ( ~ , x ) < c o u n t ( m , y ) :  It follows from the Thsrem 2.1 that P r ( m A 8 }  and P r ( m I Q > ( B ) )  differ only 
in that P r { m i e }  contains the terms 8 N r ' ( D B r )  and eN(y)COYM(DBJ) while P r { m 1 @ ( 8 ) }  contains 
instead Q,(')CO"'(m*Y) and ~ , ( , , ) ~ ~ ( D B J )  . Since 8,(x)z8,(y).. and g(8)=g(O(Q)), we have 
P r { D B 1 8 } * g ( e ) ~ r { ~ I @ ( e ) } * g ( @ ( 8 ) )  for every 

We similarly obtain . Pr {E le} *g (8)rPr {ml@(8)) *g (@(e)) for every 

We similarly obtain Pr {mle} *g (8)=Pr {=!0(8)} *g (@(e)) for every 

We now establish that pd orders each (x,y 1 pair in the manner prescribed by Theorem 5.1. (This assumes 
at least one 8d3,, is such that 8 N ( x ) # 8 N b ) ;  the special case where this assumption fails is handled below.) 
To see this, we need only observe that when c o u n t ( D ~ ~ ) ) f c o u n t ( D ~ , y ) ,  the inequality obeyed by the bijection 
ax,, is strict on any 8sOx,y such that e,(x)#eNo(), and the direction of the inequality prescribes the same ord- 
ering of x ,y as that induced by pd ; when count (D%,x)=count (DT,y ) both Theorem 5.1 and pd order x=y . 

In the trivial case that e,(x)=e,Q) for all 8,eOX,, the correspondence induced by @ (Le., as used in the 
proof of Theorem 5.1) makes it easy to see that any of the three orderings of x,y results in the same contribu- 
tion to risk, since in this case Pr{~l8}*g(B)=Pr{fiI@(8))*g(@(B)) for every m and every 8,0x,. 

Hence, pd induces a collection of optimd painvise orderings which, since pd maps from S+IR, is con- 
sistent. fl 

2. count (@,x)>count(m,y):  

3. count (OB ,x)=count (D'B,y): 
e, ox(r_ 
eEox,. 
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Discussion: The symmetry property of g required by the theorem is impliei- when we have no prior information 
on attribute meaning, and hence no transaction can be favored over another. In particular, the condition is 
equivalent to the condition that all permutations of any given probability vector have $e same prior density, 
since a sequence of interchanges can map any permutation to any other permutation. Hence, while the condition 
allows different shaped distributions (e,g., all transactions equally likely vs. distributions that makes some tran- 
sactions more likely than other) to be assigned dflerent priors, it prohibits assigning larger prior density to a 
distribution that favors x over y than to an identically-shaped distribution that favors y over x .  

A simple prior distribution that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.2 associates each 0, only with the flat 
(uniform) OM (denoted e,,), and further assigns density so that g((3N,(3Mu)=g((3’N,eMu) for every 0 , , 0 ‘ ~ ~ 0 ~ .  
This prior distribution may be considered anomaly detection with a completely uninfonned prior on 0,. 

‘ 

53 MGrnWing CIass. 1 Risk Under the Hypothesis of Specific Relevant Attributes 

Theorem 5.2 may seem to go against experience, which shows that using a p d  defined in terms of raw fre- 
quency counts leads to poor results. In particular, it generally is the case that a great majority of the transactions 
in the training data have count 1, and transactions encountered in the data to be analyzed were unseen in the 
training data, making useless the raw frequency counts. Experience indicates that selection of subsets of the 
attributes is required before an effective detector can be defined. Basing a detector on projection sets, however, 
appears contrary to the result of Theorem 5.2. The reconciliation of theory and practice is that we do not lack 
totally information regarding attribute behavior. Rather, we believe u priori that some attributes will be 
irrelevant, though we don’t know which. Since the modeling of such prior information results in a prior distri- 
bution g which violates the symmetry required for the applicability of Theorem 5.2 (see Observation 5.4 which 
follows), the use of raw, unprojected frequency counts is not supported in such cases. 

In this section, we begin the analysis by supposing we know the set of relevant attributes. Section 6 consid- 
ers the more realistic problem in which the set(s) of relevant attributes is not known in advance. 

Definition 5.5: Let A r U  be a subset of attributes and x any transaction. The projection x [ A ]  of x onto A is 
the transaction obtained by ‘restricting n to the attributes in A .  W e  write x [A ]=z [ A ]  if and only if x and e 
agree on each attribute in A and obsente that projection onto any A rU induces on S an equivalence class struc- 
ture, that is, z E [x]A iff z [A ]=x [A 1. We define also the following aggregate class quantities: 

9 N ( x [ ~ 1 ~  Q ~ z )  

e,(X[AIl= c e,(z) 

9, (x  [A  I H M  (x [A 3)/0, (x [A  1) 

ze&1,4 

Z ~ C t I A  

count (DB ,x [A I)= count (DB ,z) 
r4xl,4 

Consider now the following family of prior distributions on 0 which, intuitively, states that only the subset 
A of attributes is relevant to determining the relative frequencies of transactions generated by N and M and, 
consequently, to detection. 

Definition 5.6: The subset 0, of 0 is defined as @A= {e 1 whenever x [ A ] = z [ A ] ,  eN(x)=ON(z) and 
e,(x)=e,(z)}. We say that g is consistent with HA (the hypothesis that only A is relevant to detection) if g 
has mass 1 on 0,. 

Observation 5.3: A sufficient condition for the validity of HA is: 
In each of N and M, attributes in (U-A)  are independent of those in A and N and M is each uniform on 
(U-A) in the sense that for all x and z, eN(x[U-A 1)=0,(z[U-A]) and e,(x[U-Al)=9w(z[U-A]). 

In this case, if x [A]-  [ A ]  then BN(x)=eN(x[A J)*9,(x[lf-A])=eN(z [ A ] ) * ~ , ( z  [U-A])=e,(z) and similarly for 
e,. . -  
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Observation 5.4: Suppose g is such that the inequality g(Q)>g(O') holds whenever for some proper sub 

since, as the following lemma demonstrates, 6~ 0, 4 3 x . l y  & 0, for any proper subset B cU, (The result assume 
set A cU and €I'd@, for every proper subset B cU. Then g violates the symmetry required by Theorem 5. 

each attribute has more than 2 distinct values and 8,(x)#ON(y) or 8M(x)#0M(Y).) 

Lemma 5.3: Let A c U  be a proper subset of the set U of all attributes. Let &OA and let x and y be transac- 
tions such that ON(x)#QN(y)  or 8,(x)#QM@). Then ex,ydOa for any proper subset B c U .  (The result assumes 
each attribute has more than 2 distinct values.) 
Proof: First we argue that unless A u B = U ,  we cannot have Ox,y~OE.  Suppose A u B # U .  Then class x [ A ]  
contains z different from x, but with x [ A u B ] = z [ A u B ] .  Since zE[x]A, we have e,(x)=Q,(z) arid 
eM(x)=eM(z) .  Since z is neither x nor y, we must have 0x~N(x)#6x,yN( .z )  or 6,,yM(x)#0xbM(z), by the 
lemma's premise. But x [B ]=z [B ] and hence BxlydHa. 

Now we argue that unless A c B ,  we cannot have OzXIyeHB. Suppose as(A-B).  Choose any z such that 
x [ A v B - { a } ] = z [ A u ~ - { u } ] ,  and x [ a ] # z [ u ]  and z [ u ] $ y [ a ] .  Choose any 2 different from x such that 
x [A ]=A! [A 3. Choose 2' E [z]A , different from z , so that 2 [A U B  -{a }I=' [A UB -{a } I .  Observe that: 

i 
since x [A ]=x' [A 1 ,  eN (x >=e, (2 ) and 8, (x)=e, (2 ) 
since z [A I=z' [A  I ,  eN(z)=ON(z') and eM(z)=QM(z') 

Further, since x [B ]=z [B ] and x/ [B ]=z' [B 1, if e,, E e,, we must have 
%/y N (x >=e,, N (z 1 and ex/y M (x >=e,, M (z 1 
e x / y N ( x ' ) = % / y N W  and e x , M ( y ) = e x , M ( i >  

But Q&c)*€&,N(x)  or eM(x)+e,lyM(x) by the lemma's premise. Further, none of 2, z ,  or z' is x or y; hence 
the €IN and OM values for each of these transactions is the same under 8 and €Ixly. Consequently, the above 
equalities cannot be satisfied simultaneously. ll '  

The following map is used in the proof of Theorem 5.3, playing the role of the bijection required by 
Theorem 5.1. 

Definition 5.7 Define QA (x y ;e) for any 
of x [A] with the (common) values of members of y [A]. 

as interchanging the (common) 0, and 0 , ~  values of members 

Clearly QA is well defined on 0, and maps 0, to itself. Observe also that Q v ( ~ , y ; 8 )  is exactly the x / y  
interchanges operation. 

Theorem 5.3: If g has mass 1 on OA neAD, and if for each x y pair g (6)=g (QA (x y ;e)) for all &@A nOm , 
then the detector pdA (x)=llcount (OB ,x [A 1 )  minimizes risk among Class 1 detectors. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we establish that, when the conditions of the current theorem are 
satisfied, bijections exist to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 5.1 and that pdA (x)=llcounr (OB ,x [A 3 )  orders 
each { x , y }  pair identically'with.the order prescribea by Theorem 5.1. (Except in the trivial special case han- 
dled at the proof's conclusion.) Since pd, maps S to IR, the resulting collection of pairwise orderings is neces- 
sarily consistent and hence Theorem 5.1 implies the optimality of pdA among Class 1 detectors. 

Observe first that each member 8 of the partition cell @ x q t @ A n @ & ,  has the property that 6,&)>8&), 
or e ~ ( x ) = 6 ~ ( y )  and eM(x)cO,(y). Similarly, each member 8 of the partition cell @,>yCOAn@AD has the pro- 
perty that QN(x)<8,(y), or BN(x)=eN(y) and 8,(x)>eM(y). Of course these relationships hold between a11 
members of x [ A ]  and y [ A ] .  We define @ as the function QA (x,y ; -) from above (clearly this is an x,y-  
reflection) and claim this il, is a bijection from Ox? to The argument that il, is a bijection closely fol- 
lows that from Theorem 5.2; the three cases here being w and z are in classes other than x [A 3 and y [A 1, one of 
w and z is in one of the classes x [ A ]  and y [ A ] ,  and wG[x]A and z E b 1 A .  

1 .  
To see that @ obeys the inequality conditions of Theorem 5.1, consider three cases for DB: 
count (mj [A ])<count ( m , y  [A I ) :  It follows from the Theorem 2.1 that Pr {m 16) and p_' { b(0)  ] 

P r ( n I c D ( 8 ) )  contains instead Oi(xyw' (DByiA1)  and 8N(y)count(DEJ[A1). (Note that since in each of 0, and 
@(e,) components for transactions agreeing on A are identical to each other, multiple terms of the product 
collapse to single terms such as the above.) Since O,(x)reNO,) and g(O)=g(@(8>), we have 

differ only in that P r { E k }  contains- the terms €tN(x)cz'(EJIAI) and ON 0, )c"u"f @E Y [A 1) while 
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6 c  oxcr_ 
3. c o u n t ( D B ~ [ A ] ) = c o u n t ( D , y  [A] ) :  We simiIarly obtain Pr{mlCl}*g(Cl)=Pr {m1&(6)}*g(a?(0)) for every 

6&,, . Note that this case holds whenever x [A ]=y [A 1. 
The argument that the collection of orders induced by pdA is pairwise optimal is completely analogous to 

that of Theorem 5.2. When at least one e&,, is such that eN(x)#eN(y), ( x y }  is ordered in the manner 
prescribed by Theorem 5.1; otherwise, any of the three orderings of x,y results in the same contribution to risk 
Hence, p d ~  induces a coIlection of optimal pduwise orderings which, since pd maps from S 4 R ,  is consistent. 
I? 

Discussion: 
1. To our knowledge, this is the first risk-based justification of the common practice of attribute projection 

(known also as atiribute selection). 
2. The condition on g is the natural generalization of that for Theorem 5.2, when density is restricted to OA; 

all permutations within 0, of any given probability vector have equal prior density, while a permutation 
outside of 0, has zero density. 

3. If g(oA)=l then g (0~*)=1 for all A’DA (since then O A ‘ 3 0 A ) .  However, in this case, if g satisfies the 
symmetry condition on QA it generally will not satisfy it on QA*, since for 0&~*-0,, g 
some such 6, e‘=Q~.(x,y;B) is a member of 0, and g(9’)6). Consequently, the theorem’s premise is gen- 
erally satisfied onIy by the minimal A such that g (0, )=1. 

4. A simple prior distribution that satisfies the condition of Theorem 5.3 associates each eNeOA only with 
€I,,, and further assigns density so that g(6N,€JMJ=g(6‘N,€JMJ for every 6 N , 6 ’ N ~ 0 A N .  

yet, for . . 

6. Heuristic Risk Minimization for Class 1 Detectors 

The previous sections developed a mathematical framework and derived theoretical results for phenomena detec- 
tion, including NP-hardness results for Class 1 detection. While Section 5 presented simple, optimal detectors for 
phenomena detection when the distribution g on 0 obeys certain restrictions, the detection problems of interest 
typically are far more difficult. For example, Theorem 5.3 justifies attribute projection onto A if we know that 
A is the only attribute set relevant to detection. In practice, however, while we may believe that only a fraction 
of the attributes are relevant to detection, we typicdly don’t know a priori the identity of the relevant attributes. 

Tackling the detection problems of the most practical importance requires a heuristic approach. We have 
developed an experimental software system embodying a detection methodology ground in the theory developed 
in the previous sections of this paper. Extensive testing of the system is underway, and detailed experimental 
results will be reported in a forthcoming paper. In this section, we describe several theoretically interesting 
aspects of the methodology, including: 
1. Techniques for identifying important attribute subsets. 
2. The use of surrogate phenomena models. 
3. The definition of a k-ordered detector as a simple mechanism for consistently resolving conflicting evi- 

Section 6.3 reports limited test results as a preliminary proof of concept for our methodology. 
dence. 

6.1 Assumptions on the Prior Distribution 

In order to study the prior distributions of interest, we introduce the concept of a minimal hypothesis. 

Definition 6.1: For A r;U , e,,,,, denotes a minimal hypothesis, defined as the subset 
@,={e 1 6 ~ 0 ~  and for each A ’ c A )  of 6,. - - 



These hypotheses are of interest because we will wish to specify a prior distribution that assigns density to a 8 
based on the (unique) minimal hypothesis that contains it (i.e., otherwise, 8 is a member of many nested @A). 

The following results establish that the collection IOdi} of minimal hypotheses partition 0. 

Lemma 6.1: If8sOAnOB, then 8 € @ A , .  
Proof: Let C=AnB and suppose to the contrary, that f3,0AnoB but &ioc. Then there exist distinct transac- 
tions x,y such that x [ C ] = y [ C ]  but either €IN(x)#ON(y) or e,(x)&,O,). Assume 8,(x)feN(y);  the argument 
is identical if 8,(x)#eM@). Construct as follows a third transaction z: 

z [ U - ( A  u B ) ] c  anything 
z [ C l t x [ C ]  (recall x[Cl=y [Cl )  

2 [B -C]ty [B -C] 
z [A -C]+X [A - C ]  

. 
Since z [ A ] = x [ A ]  and &@A, we must have 8,(z)=8N(x). Since z [ B ] = y [ B ]  and e&,, we must have 
e,(z)=€IN(y). But this is impossible, given that 8N(x)#8N(y).  

Lemma 6.2 If @ € @ A  nOB and A and 3 are disjoint, each of flN and 8, is uniform on S .  
Proof: If &OB, x [ # I 7  [0] for all x y ES and hence e(x )=e@ ) for all x ,y . 
Lemma 6.3: The minimal hypotheses { 0, } partitions 0, -that is, every 
Proof: 
At leasf one: Since Ou=O, if 8siOmU, there must be an A c U  such that 
one minimal such A .  For this A ,  8~0,. 
A? mos? one: Suppose 8&dnOd for distinct sets A and B .  Then 8&An0,  and by Lemma 6.1, 
But for distinct A and B , A n B  is a proper subset of at least one of A and B , contradicting that 8 e  0, no,. 

0 is a member of exactly one 0, . 
and there thus must be at least 

I> 

Our techniques for heuristic risk minimization are most appropriate when the prior distribution g approxi- 
mates the following two conditions. 

1. For each A i c U  of a given cardinality, the Odi have the same mass under g . This restriction is con- 
sistent with the fact that we have no prior semantic knowledge applying to the attributes and, hence, all 
subsets of k attributes are equally likely to be a relevant set. 
Within any Od,, g is uniform on the N component. That is, for every G N e @ d i ,  the marginal densities 
g( t iN)k  g ( f jN ,8M)d8M are the same.  his restriction states that we have no prior knowledge 

(beyond what might be captured by our distribution on the minimal hypotheses) of what N processes to 
expect. 

2. 

'.UEenAi 

These are reasonable global assumptions with respect to which we develop a generally applicable class of 
detection algorithms. A wide variety of prior structures approximate the two conditions, for example: 

a) Digerenf biases on cardinality are permitted. While we often will have no explicit prior information 
specifying the relationship between g and cardinality, for a given application we might have some prior 
bias, such as a rough idea of the fraction of attributes likely to be irrelevant. Heuristics under study are 
tailored to g's cardinality bias, either (i) By explicitly modeling its functional form; or (b) By less expli- 
cit means such as the k-ordered detector defined in Section 6.2. 
Different N and M relationships are permitted. Within a given Odi, the eN,8, pairs g associates is not 
constrained. For example, it may be that under one g, a relatively flat 8, is paired only with relatively 
flat 0 M ,  while under a second g , a relatively flat 0, is paired with certain peaked e,,, . Different g charac- 
teristics mandate different instantiations for the detection heuristics; in particular, our heuristics capture 

b) 

. .  
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such characteristics via choice of M surrogates. 
Observe that the restriction to (N,M) relationships consistent with OAD has been dropped. Among the 

motivations for moving outside OAD are: (i) We wish our techniques to be applicable beyond anomaly 
detection; and (ii) The restriction to Om, which allowed us to derive optimal pd when g was symmetric 
('Theorem 5.2) and when only one 0, had mass (Theorem 5.3), is of only limited utility in the current 
context. 

6.2 General Description of Our Heuristic Technique 

We obtain from expression (1) of Section 3.2 the following expression, arranged with respect to the partitioning 
collection {ed,} of minimal hypotheses. In the following, prodgd(x,y;e) denotes e&)* e,b) if 

1 
p d ( x ) < p d W ,  eMCr>*eN(x) ifpdW<pd(x), and -*(QM(x>*ONO) 2 + eM69*e,(xN if p U ) = p d ( y ) .  

where A I ,  . . . ,Ak are the subsets of U, including the empty set and U itself. It follows from (1) that for Class 
1 detector p d ,  rsK(pd) differs from rskl@d) (and hence from rsk(pd)) only by terms and factors common to 
the risk of every Class 1 detector. 

A Heuristic for Ranking a Transaction Pair With Respect to a Single O d i  

Because the class of prior distributions under consideration permits a wide range of (N,M) relationships, deter- 
mining the optimal ranking of an {x,y}-transaction pair, even with respect to a single nonzero mass O d i ,  is a 
complex task. Though we shall not be assuming a single nonzero mass OAj, we begin by describing a technique 
for ranking transaction pairs based on a single O d j .  This technique is a centra1 component of the heuristics to 
follow, which attempt to rank each ( x y  } pair optimally with respect to a single @di, selected by search heuris- 
tics specifically for { x  y ). 

Let fjLja denote the N component of the G i i ,  identified in the following theorem?, that maximizes 
Pr {DB 18) among GEOntAi. 

Theorem 6.1: Let DB be any sample of size n with count vector cc1, . . . , c j ,  . . . ,c,>. O,'EOA maximizes 
Pr {DB \€I} among 9~0, if and only if for k i s s ,  the component eiM(xi)  of 8; is equal to 

ai 
ki *n ' 
- 

where ui=count (DB ji [A  I) and ki is the number of distinct members of equivalence class xi [A 1. 
Proof: Let the classes under A be numbered 1,2, ..., m . Then, since we are restricted to e€@,, we denote by Bi 

?If this e;, happens to be a member of 0, for B u i i ,  perturb by E the appropriate components of the 
maximizer so that the resulting e'EOmAi. 



the probability e N ( y )  ssigned to ach member 
base Q i )  the quantity to be maximized is 

of the if' class, and (summing exponents of each common 

ai 
ki *n For permissible values of B i ,  this function is maximized at Oi=-, lsim-1, as can be verified by inspection 

of the s-1 partial derivatives. That is, for lsim-1, the derivative with respect to Bi is 

m-1 am m-1 am-1 

i=l ki ai* i=l 

km km km 

1- z k i  * Bi 1-xej 
1 I. constant* [ ai * el * [ 1 ----*ei a m * [ :  

These derivatives are simultaneously 0 when ej=- ai , for lsjsm-1, i.e., under this assignment, the above 

simplifies to: 
(kj *n 1 

ai-1 am am ki ai 'i a, 'm-1 ai 
ai*(-) *(-) --*(-) * a m  * (-1 

ki n kmn km kin kmn 

which is 0. This is the derivative's only zero for permissible values of 8i and inspection shows the point to be a 
maxima. E 

The detector used for a single OmAi is: p d i ( x ) = F [ B ~ i N ] ( x ) / e L i , ( x ) ,  where FfJ  denotes a mapping from 
OdiN to OmAiM. Intuitively, we attempt to construct F so as to map to a surrogate OM most representative of 
the M models which g associates with OLiN. Often, this is the €IM that maximizes g ( 0 L i N ,  e), though other 
choices sometimes are appropriate. Observe that it follows from Theorem 6.1 that pdi(x)'s denominator is 
counf (DB,[xId.)/l [ x ] ~ .  1. When c o u n t ( D B , [ ~ ] ~ ~ ] ) = O ,  we define p d j ( x )  to be equal to the infinity constant 
(see the extended definition of e&) at the beginning of Section 5), unless F[e,&&](x)=O also, in which case 
pdi ( x )  is defined to be unity. 

Before describing our overall technique -- which includes heuristics for determining which OmAi is to'. be 
used in the ranking of each {x,y }-- we justify briefly the two central aspects of the above rule for ranking with 
respect to a single Odi. 

1. Justification of F o m  of p d  We are selecting a single point f&OmAi at which to evaluate the integrand and 
using the value at this point to represent the integral's behavior; ordering x ,y by the values pdi ( x )  and pdi 0,) 
minimizes Odi's contribution to rsk' at this point, since e,(x)ce,(y) if and only if 
8~ ( x )  * O,(y)ceM&)* eN(x) .  The technique for choosing the representative evaluation point first finds maxim- 
izer 0; within OmAi of Pr jDB le) and then evaluates the pd i (x )  with respect to this 0; and the surrogate 
F[8;]. Notice that assumption (2) on g (g uniform on e, within any ElmAi) implies that maximizer e; within 
odi of P r { D B  le) maximizes also J P ~ { D B  le)g(eN,eM)deM = P ~ { D B  le,) J g(eN,eM)deM within 

OmAi. 

. 

e d i M  e d i M  

The strategy of fixing the N model at the maximizing (3; and only then selecting the A4 model most closely 
linked with this e;, of course, is only a heuristic. The heuristic may not be effective if, for example, g's slope 
is dramatically greater than that of Pr {DB le}, in which case F[B',] could be significantIy different from F[Oi]  
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for W, near 8; (sufficiently close that Pr (DB 18’,}3+{DB 16;) ), potentially making (e’,,F[e’,~]) a 
significantly better representative of the integral. However, the assumption that g’s  slope is well behaved is 
consistent with g capturing a minimal amount of prior bias. 

2. Justification and Choice of Surrogates: The technique of using surrogates in detection was proposed in [9]. 
Observe that once 6; is chosen by the above method, the important characteristic of g to be modeled is which 
eM’s g associates with 8;. F Q  is constructed to summarize our prior beliefs; the technique assumes that we 
can approximate sufficiently well the expected N , M  relationship by means of one or more simple surrogate M 
models that are functions of the N model. 

Note that no claim is made that the surrogates models resemble the actual phenomena processes. Rather, 
the hope is that these simple surrogates will abstract some significant characteristics that differentiate the normal 
and phenomena processes. The following example, based on a computer security application [9], illustrates the 
role of surrogates in detection. 

Example 6.1: Suppose that transaction templates consist of the attributes user and command, with respective 
value sets {Fred, Sue} and {execute, edit}. Suppose further that the training sample DB consists of 100 transac- 
tions, yielding observed frequencies of the four possible transactions as shown below. 

execute edit 
Fred 4 90 
Sue 2 4 

Since the raw frequency counts are sufficiently large, we do not eliminate attributes and compute, for example, 
6;(&red, executes) = .0400 and B&<Sue, execute>) = .0200. 

When the uniform model eMu is used for the misuse surrogate, we obtain for any XES 6M,(x) = .250, and 
hence pdue red ,  execute> = 6.25 and pdu<Sue, execute> = 12.5. Therefore, under the uniform misuse surro- 
gate, <Sue,execute> is deemed to be the most suspect transaction simply because it is the least frequent in the 
sample, a result consistent with anomaly detection applications. 

The independence surrogate QMI assigns to each transaction X=<AI=VI, . . . ,Ai=vi, . . a ,A,-,,> 

9,(x)=? e&,), where 9;(vi)= 
n 

e,&). Hence, in our example, 
xx 1AiI-i t=l 

BM,(died,execute>) = (.940)*(.0600) = .0564 
BM,(<Sue,execute>) = (.0600)*(.0600) = A0360 
pdI(&red, execute>) = 1.41; pdI<Sue, execute> = 0.180 

‘ 

Therefore, under the independence surrogate, <Fred,execute> is deemed the most suspicious transaction because 
Fred is doing something rehfively unusual, for him. 

The k-ordered detectors inh-oduced below provide a simple framework in which the results of competing 
surrogates can be resolved. .When performance feedback is available, the application of adaptive learning tech- 
niques for weighting and combining surrogates appears to be a promising approach. Section 6.3 presents limited 
test results indicating that simple surrogates perform relatively well compared to the optimal detector, which is 
based on perfect knowledge of the underlying processes. 

Heuristic for Finding Dominant OmAi 

When multiple have nonzero mass, minimization (exact or heuristic) of the individual integrals of rsk‘ may 
imply different rankings for an x .y pair (e.g., uniform surrogate and Count (DB ,x [A ])>count (DB ,y [A I) but 
count (OB ,y [B ])>count (OB ,x [B I)), and hence determining the optimal ranking of any pair x,y would require 
assessing the overall effect of the x,y ranking on the entire risk expression, rather than simply determining the 
ranking of each x,y pair indicated by a single integral. Further, even if it were feasible to determine the 
optimal ranking of each x,y pair, the collection of pairwise optimal rankings need not be consistent (see Exam- 
ple 3.1) and, as Theorem 4.4 demonstrates, the optimal ranking problem is NP-hard. 
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Two general forms of heuristics thus present themselves: 

1. Search the space of rankings of S (Le., permutations of S), approximating the risk incurred by each. Only 
a small fraction of this space can be considered explicitly and it appears quite difficult to approximate the 
risk of a candidate ranking. Further, pruning rules that would support an effective implicit enumeration of 
the space are not evident. 

2. Approximate the optimal ranking of each x,y pair in such a manner that the resultant collection of pair- 
wise rankings is guaranteed to be consistent. We focus here on this class of heuristic. 

Consider the following outline of an approach, ignoring for the moment the issue of whether the resulting 
collection of pairwise orders is consistent. We attempt to rank each x,y correctly (as determined by the method 
described above) relative to the single Odi for which ranking this x,y pair correctly has the most significant 
positive impact on the pair's contribution to risk. Hence, rather than trying to balance ranking effects across 
O d i ,  we look for the dominant OdnA, with respect to x , y .  Such an assessment ideally would account for both 
the magnitude, at a 0' representative of OmAi's integrand, of the difference 6&)*0&) - 0,&)*0&) 
(which represents how important is the x,y ordering were OmAl to contain the operative 9) weighted by 
Pr (DB 10' } *g (e') (which represents how likely is Odi given DB and g). 

The above description of the ranking method ignores the issue that, if we were to choose arbitrary Odi for 
each x,y pair, ranking each pair with respect to its Od, as described above, the resultant collection of pairwise 
orders wouId not necessarily be consistent. One simple solution to this problem is to choose a single OmAi and 
use it to rank all pairs; the method described above when applied to a single Odi for all pairs will result in a 
consistent collection of pairwise orders, since the transactions are ranked according to the real values pdi(x) .  
Several techniques suggest themselves for selecting the single Odi to employ; for example, choose a single 
O d i  based on the "average" importance over all x,y  pairs in S2, or over a random collection of these pairs. 

One drawback of the single Odi solution is that for many pairs x , y ,  it may be the case that x ,y  is being 
ranked with respect to a OmAi for which there is little benefit to risk in ranking x,y  correctly. That is, the contri- 
bution of this integral to rsk' is little or not affected by how the x,y pair is ranked. In particular, 
Pr {M Ix ;OB ,O+} and Pr (M ly ;DB ,OmAi) may be so close that the alternative orderings of x and y incur 
essentially the same loss when Odi is operational. (This would be the case, for example, when the projected Ai 
counts in DB are similar and g favors M models which are near uniform.) 

In  response to this observation, we propose a more sophisticated pairwise ranking method. This method 
selects a collection {Od,, . . . , @Ak) of minimal hypotheses, links each with one or more surrogate maps F [ J ,  
and adopts a rule for deciding on which (@,,F[])'the ranking of each x,y pair should be based. The rule is 
such that (a) a consistent collection of orders is ensured; (b) the resulting ranking aIgorithm can be expressed as 
a Class 1 detector mapping S+IR; and (c) the on-line analysis component is fast. 

A Class of k-Ordered Ranking Functions 

We consider first a genera1 cIass of ranking functions and demonstrate that its members each induces a con- 
sistent ordering on the function's domain. We then identify as a subclass of this general class of ranking func- 
tions a promising class of detectors. 

Definition 6.2 Let T=(ft  . . . , f i t  . . ~ , fk) be a k-tuple of functions, f i : S + B .  For each i ,  let 
EQUIV(i ,u ,v)  be an equivalence relation on S x S such that 
(a) f (u)=fi  (v)+EQUIV(i ,u ,v ). 
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(b) [-JQUw(i,v,w) and E Q u w ( i , ~ , w )  and fj(~)<fi(~)lJfi(~)Cfi(U). 
(Observe that the left hand side of (b) implies -tEQUW(i,u,v),  since equivalence relation EQUW(i;;)  is tran- 
sitive.) <T defined by the following rule is called a k-ordered ranking function on s. Each U , V E S  is ordered 
as u <Tv iff for the smallest i such that 4 Q U N ( i  ,u ,v), f (u)<fi ( v ) ;  if there is no such i , u =yv . 
Theorem 6.2: Every k -ordered ranking function <T defines a consistent order on S. That is, for any u ,v ,w ES, 

Proof: Consider any triple u ,Y ,w ES . If each of the 3 pairs are ranked y, the result is established. Otherwise, 
let i be smallest integer such that 4 Q U W ( i  ,.,.) for at least one of these pairs. Without loss of generality, sup 
pose 4 Q U W ( i , u , v ) .  It then follows that i also is the first integer such that 4QUXV( i , . , . )  for at least one of 
the other two pairs, since EQUN(i ,u ,w)  and EQUN(i ,v ,w)  implies EQUW(i,u,v).  

If EQUN(i  ,u ,w), EQVW(i ,v ,w) ,  and EQUZV(i ,u ,v) ,  the result is established, since in this case the same 
f i : S 4 R  determines the three rankings. Otherwise, without loss of generality, suppose, in addition to 
-EQUW(i ,u ,v ) ,  we have not -EQUW(i , v ,w)  and EQUN(i ,u,w).  Then, condition (b) on f i  and EQUXV 
implies that under f i ,  and hence <T, v is either less than both of u and w or greater than both of u and w. 
Hence, regardless of whether u q w ,  w < ~ u ,  or u y w ,  the ordering of u ,v,w is consistent. 

u<Tv and YSTW implies U S T W ,  with u = j w  if and only if u ~ v  and v y w .  

Many reasonable detectors from the class of k-oydered ranking functions can be considered; we consider 
here one such family of detectors, motivated by the the previous analyses. These detectors are specified by: 

1. A k-tuple (Al, . . . , A k )  of (not necessarily distinct) attribute sets. 
2. A k-tuple PD=@dl, . . . , pdk)  of functions corresponding to the sets Ai .  p d i ( ~ ) = F i [ 8 ~ ~ ~ ] ( ~ ) / 6 ~ ~ , ( x ) ,  

where 6Ai3 and surrogate map Fi are as described earlier. By allowing each pdi to utilize its own SUITO- 

gate map F i ,  we can capture different linkages by g of N to M for different sets A; of relevant attributes. 
Further, by allowing AI to repeat in the k-tuple, any Ai may be associated with multiple Fi (reflecting com- 
peting linkages), with our prioritization of the k-tuple resolving the competing evidence that results. 
For each 1 9 & ,  a partitioning of the real line so that EQUN(i ,u , v )  (Xi&) iff pdi(u) andpdj(v) fall into 
the same interval of this partition. 
The order -+D is determined on u,v as follows. 
i. Attempt to find the first i such that 1 EQUZV(i,u,v). If such an i is found, <PO orders by the values 

pdi(u) and pdi(v) .  
ii. If no such i is found, attempt to find the first j such that pdj(u)#pdj(v).  If such a j is found, ord- 

ers by these values. 
iii. If pdj (u  )=pdi ( v  ) for all j , order as u 
Hence, we attempt to rank u ,v based on the first pdi such that pdi ( u )  and pdj ( v )  fall into distinct intervals. 
This is a heuristic for ranking u ,v based on the first pdi whose values are "far enough" apart to' be 
significant; notice that a simple threshold on the distance lpdi(u)-pdi(v)l would not necessarily lead to a 
transitive relation. 

Note that in order to capture this < p ~  formally as a k-ordered ranking function, we use the tuple 
( A I , .  . . , A k , A k + l , .  . . , A B )  of attribute sets, where Ak+i=Ai, I d & .  For l d s k  define E Q U N ( i , u , v )  as 
above: for k+lsjs2k define EQUW(j,u,v)  as equality on pdj-k. (Hence, each Ai appears in the tuple 2*si 
times, where si is the number of surrogates maps F associated with Ai.) 

3. 

4. 

v . 

While such a is not itself an explicit mapping of a transaction to IR, it is conceptually simple to imple- 
ment such a so as to have the effect of a Class 1 detector. As each new x of the rank stream is encoun- 
tered, < p D ' ~  ranking rule is employed to place x in its correct position relative to the already encountered 
members of the rank stream. Theorem 6.2 ensures that this can be done consistently, and whatever is the ulti- 
mate contents of the rank stream RS,  the ranking obtained by this implementation is a restriction to RS of the 
(single) permutation of S defined by < p ~ .  More theoretically, <pD can be converted to a pd mapping S to IK 
such that pd induces on S the same ordering as does This can be accomplished, for example, by either: (i) 
Using <PO to order all of S and then defining pd(x)=x's position in this ordering, or (ii) Summing transformed 
pd', values, where the pdi' values are obtained by scaling and shifting the pdi values so that pd; dominates the 
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ranking of x and y exactly when EQUIVC ,x,y) for all j < i  and -EQUIV(i,x,y).  

h m p I e  6.2: The experiments reported in the next section consider the k-ordered detector defined by the tuple 
( U , A )  of attribute sets and a single surrogate map F, where U is the set of all attributes and attribute set A cU 
is selected by our search heuristics. We define pdl(x)=F [ 0 ; p ] ( ~ ) / 0 ; ~ ( x ) ,  pd2(x)=F [0 , ’a] (x) /0 ia(x) ,  and 
EQUW(i;,-) (i=1,2) so that each point on the real line is its own interval. Hence, pd,  is used to rank x,y if 
and only if F[0;n](x) /8;s (x)  = F [ € I ; , ] @ ) / ~ ; ~ @ ) .  

6.3 Preliminary Results of an Experimental System 

An operational detection system based on the methodology described in the previous sections includes the fol- 
lowing components: . 

Surrogate basis: A collection of simple phenomena model surrogates, available for use by the on-line 
detectors, as well as by the attribute subset evaluation measures. 

Detector instantiation moduZe: The detector is constructed off-line, before the rank stream is encountered. 
The off-line instantiation module takes as input-the training sample DB dong with a characterization of 
the prior distribution g on 0, producing the actual k-ordered detector used in the application. 
Specifically, the instantiation consists of choosing (1) the k-tuple (AI ,  . . . , A k )  of attribute subsets; (2) the 
surrogate maps Fi; and (3) the equivalence relations EQUIV(i,.,.), each of which partitions the real line 
into intervals. 

Support of this approach requires (a) fast evaluation measures for predicting relatively how valuable 
an attribute subset Ai is to include as a member of a yet to be specified k-tuple; (b) effective search stra- 
tegies for choosing the candidate Ai to evaluate, i.e., for exploring the search space; and (c) algorithms for 
forming the k-ordered detector by assembling and prioritizing the selected subsets and associating them 
with surrogate maps. 

On-line detection module: The on-line module for a Class 1 detector applies to each transaction x encoun- 
tered the detector produced by the instantiation module to determine x’s relative prioritization. 

We have implemented a software system embodying these components. Ongoing experimentation with the 
system is assessing such factors as: choice of surrogate models; choice of evaluation measures and search algo- 
rithms; choice of the EQUN relations; and the sensitivity of these results to actual normal and phenomena pro- 
cess pairs. Detailed results will be reported in a forthcoming paper; here, we briefly illustrate the methodology 
and provide an indication of its potential effectiveness. 

The two simple experiments reported here have three (essentially) orthogonal goals. 

1. Demonstrate the effectiveness of various evaluation measures in identifying attribute subsets on which 
density estimation for the normal process can be based. To this end, Experiment 1 factors out the unk- 
nown phenomena model problem dimension by fixing the M model to uniform. Since ( 0 ~ , 0 + 0 ~ ~  for 
all 0 ~ ,  these results indicate the effectiveness of the methodology for anomaly detecrion. 

2. Demonstrate the effectiveness of simple surrogate models. Experiment 2 introduces the unknown 
phenomena model problem dimension. In particular, a phenomena process is obtained from the normal 
process by reversing a relationship that exist between attributes. We then assess how well simple, generic 
surrogates (constructed in advance, without knowledge of either the normal or phenomena process pair 
being simulated) differentiate the two processes. 
Indicate the effectiveness of the proposed family of k-ordered detectors. To this end, both experiments 
utilize two simple members of the family: 
i. A 1-dimensional detector, (pd) ,  utilizing a single selected subset A and surrogate map F [I. Hence, 

the same p d ( x ) = F [ 0 i f l ] ( x ) / f 3 i f l ( x )  is used to rank all transaction pairs when a 1-dimensional 

3. 
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detector is employed. 
ii. The 2-dimensional detector of Example 6.2. 

We note that choice of search algorithms is not one of the dimensions studied here. In particular, we gen- 
erate sufficiently small problem instances so that an exhaustive search can be used, i.e., the evaluation measures 
are invoked on all attribute subsets and the subset ranked best by each evaluation measure is selected. Also, as 
indicated above in the third goal, we consider only simple detection k-tuples and hence tuple con.stmction is not 
an issue, i.e., the simple k-tuples under study are completely specified once the attribute subset and surrogate 
map are selected. 

Following is a description of the two experiments. For each, we fix the process pair (NN) simulated, and 
report the observed prioritization error?, averaged over 100 rank streams of 100 transactions each, of the 1- 
dimensional and 2-diqensional detectors described above, constructed using a variety of subset evaluation meas- 
ures and surrogate maps. The results of the experiments are benchmarked by comparison of these observed 
prioritization errors to those for the optimal detector pd, (which, recall, can be computed given perfect 
knowledge of the fixed process pair) and the naive detector, which uses the full attribute set U combined with 
the uniform surrogate, i.e., naive ( x )  = llcount (OB J). 

Experiment I :  Assess feature selection in the context of anomaly detection. 
Transaction Space: 5 attributes, each with domain D =( 1, ..., lo}. 
Training Sample DB : Size = 1,000 transactions. 
True N Process: The attributes are pairwise independent. The marginal probability distributions are: 
For i=1,2 

Pr (Ai- }=0.1111, for Y =1,2,3 
Pr {Ai- }=0.1667, for Y =4,5 
Pr {Ai- 13.0667, for v==6,7,8,9,10 

Pr (Ai- }=0.1000, V G D ,  i.e., these Ai are uniformly distributed on D. 
For i=3,4,5 

True M Process: The attributes are pairwise independent, with each marginal distribution uniform on D . 
Surrogate Maps: All evaluation measures, and all detectors, employ the uniform surrogate exclusively, Le., 
FU[ ] is the constant function mapping to €IMv.  (This is appropriate since Experiment 1 assumes we are 
addressing an anomaly detection application.) 
Subset Evaluation Measures: 
MI: e&)* €li(y) separation: This evaluator, based on Section 6.2's analysis of expression rsk', attempts 
to measure the importance of candidate subset Ai based on the separation of this product, summed over 
all x y  pairs whose Ai-classes appear in DB. In particular, is the maximal likelihood distribution &ti- 
mate for DB within Odi (as identified in Theorem 6.1), and, for this instantiation of the measure, 
0 ~ = F u [ 0 ~ , ~ ]  = OM,,. The measure's value on candidate subset Ai then is 

Ml(Ai+ .. I e M J x > * @ ; w  - e M " o , > * e i ( . 4  1. 
b Y  l = f X l ~ ~  and b14 DB 

The larger this sum relative to that of other Ai, the more significance we attach to Ai. 
M2: This measure is identical to M r, except that, for efficiency reasons, the sum may be taken over a ran- 
dom collection of x y  pairs, rather than over all pairs. For this experiment, a limit of 1,000 is placed on 
the number of pairs considered. If, for candidate Ai, the number of pairs of Ai -classes (appearing in DB) 
is greater than 1,000, the sum is taken over a random sample of 1,000 pairs; otherwise, the measure is 
computed on AI exactly as described for MI. In the case that a sample is used, the total measure value is 
scaled up so as to extrapolate a sum over all pairs. 
M3: O&x)*O&) separation, weighted by PrIDBlO;). While measures M I  and M2 are based on the 
importance of correct x,y orderings were the operative 8 contained in Odi, these measures ignore the 

fIn the computation of observed prioritization error, an error of 1 is incurred by each transaction pair ranked 
X C ~  when x is generated by M and y is generated by N; an error of 0.5 is incurred by each pair ranked x=y 
when x and y are generated by different processes. 
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factor Pr{DBk3 i }*g(e ' )  of the expression rd!. Recall that this factor represents how likely is @,,,A[ 

given DB and prior distribution g . Measure M3,  for simplicity, continues to ignore the g (e') factor, and 
computes 

where, as in M 1 ,  0; is the maximal Iikeliiood distribution estimate for DB within @,,,A,. Since for this 
experiment we have chosen here to ignore the g factor, another means is required to capture our cardinal- 
ity bias, else the term Pr {DB l6;}, which favors large sets, will dominate the measure and U always will 
evaluate best. Here, we simply force the selection of a cardinality 2 subset; in practice, the cardinality 
bias for a given application would be handled by a more sophisticated weighting scheme (or by more 
sophisticated k -ordered detectors). 
M4: This measure approximates M3 by sampling, just as M 2  approximates MI. 

M3(A1)=Pr {DB le;}*Ml(Ai), 

Results of Experiment I :  In Figures 1 and 2, the 31 nonempty subsets of {A1, . . . , A S }  are numbered as: 
SG={A 1 4  2 4  3 4 4 4  51, 
S5={A 1 4 2 4  3 4  41 
S 1 l={A 1 3 4  5 1, 
S 1F{A 3 4  5 I S lS= {A 3 4  4 1, 

S 1 4 ' 4 2 4  3 4  4 4  51, S2={A 143P 4 4  51, 14 2 4  44519 
S g ' { A 2 4  3 4  41 2 

S4={A 14 2 P 3 P  51, 
1 4 4 A  5 1% 

16={A4P 5 1, 
19=(A 2 4  5 1, S Z d A  d 41 , sZl=IA 294 3 1, S2Z={A 1 4  5 1, S'23=[A 14 41 S24={A 14 3 1, 

S6={A34 4 4  5 1, 
12={A 1 4 3a 4 s 

S7={A2+4 4 4  5 1, 
13={A 1 4  2 4  51, 

S d A  2 4  3 4  51 
S 14={A 14 2 4  4) S 15={A 14 2 4  3 1, 

S 2 5 4 4 1 4 2 1 ,  S 2 6 4 4 5 } ,  S27={A4},FS28={A31, S29+421, S30={Ail. 
Figure 1 shows the scores assigned by- measures M I  and M 2  to each of the 31 nonempty subsets. Of note are 
that (i) Subset Su={A1,A2} is the clear preference of each measure, and (ii) The sampling performed in the 
computation of M2 provides an excellent approximation of MI. Figure 2 shows the natural logarithm of the 
scores assigned by measures A43 and M4 to each of the 10 cardinality 2 subsets of {At . . . ,AS}. Of note are 
that (i) The introduction of the term Pr {DB le;} increases greatly the advantage of subset Su over the other 
cardinality 2 subsets (recall that Figure 2 displays the natural logarithms of scores), and (i) The sampling per- 
formed in the computation of M 4  results in an error beneath the resolution of the graph's logarithmic scale. 

Figure 3 shows the average prioritization errors incurred by 8 detectors: 
The naive detector. 
The 1-dimensional detector based on Sa and uniform surrogate. 
The 2-dimedsional detector based on Su and uniform surrogate. 
The 1-dimensional detector based on S19={A2,A5}, the subset evaluated second best by the measures, and 
uniform surrogate. 
The 2-dimensional detector based on SI9 and uniform surrogate. 
The 1-dimensional detector based on S29={A2} and uniform surrogate. This is the second best performing 
1-dimensional detector based on uniform surrogate. 
The 2-dimensional detector based on Sa and uniform surrogate. This is the second best performing 2- 
dimensional detector based on uniform surrogate. 
The optimal detector pd,. 

Of note are that: (i) Detectors based on Sa performed substantidly better than the naive detector, somewhat 
better than the next best performing detectors that could have been built, and only slightly worse than the 
theoretically optimal detector. This is interpreted as verifying that density estimation is enhanced greatly by the 
elimination of irrelevant attributes, and that the measures did a good job of identifying the most appropriate set 
of attributes to use; (ii) Detectors based on Si9  performed relatively well, and subset S29 was evaluated rela- 
tively highly, further indicating a relationship between measure preference and performance; and (ii) The per- 
formances of the 1- and 2-dimensional detectors were indistinguishable on this experiment. 

Experiment 2: Crossover relationship, assess the effectiveness of simple, generic surrogates. 
Transaction Space: 5 attributes, each with domain D={ 1, ..., lo}. 
Training Sample DB : Size = 1,OOO transactions. 
True N Process: Attributes Al#i3,A4Jj.5 are pairwise independent, with each marginal distribution uniform 
on D . Attribute A 2 is correlated as follows with attribute A 1. If the value assumed by A 1 is odd [even], A 2  
assumes the maximum [minimum] of 3 random variables, each uniformly distributed over D . 
True M Process: Identical to the true N process, except that the sense of the correlation between A I  and A 2  
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is reversed. That is, if the value assumed by A is odd [even], A 2 assumes the minimum [maximum] of 3 
random variables, each uniformly distributed over D . 
Surrogate Maps: Evaluation measures and detectors are formed from each of the uniform surrogate map 
Fu[ ] and the independence Surrogate map FIIBN’J=fIMI, where, as described in Example 6.1, fI,(x) is the 
product of the marginal probabilities for the attribute values of x ,  as specified by 0,. 
Subset Evaluation Measures: 

M1Ji2,h43, and M4: As in Experiment 1. 
Ms: Like MI, except that the independence surrogate map FI[ ] replaces the uniform surrogate map. 
M6: Like M2, except that the independence surrogate map FI[  3 replaces the uniform surrogate map. 
M7: Like M3, except that the independence surrogate map FIE 3 replaces the uniform surrogate map. 
M8: Like Mq, except that the independence surrogate map FI[ ] replaces the uniform surrogate map. 

Results of Experiment 2: In Figures 4 - 6, the 31 nonempty subsets of (AI, . . . , A S }  are numbered as in Fig- 
ures 1 and 2. Figure 4 shows the scores assigned by measures M I  and M2 to each of the 31 nonempty subsets 
of {A1, . . . , A S } .  Figure 5+ shows the scores assigned by measures M5 and Mg. Of note are that (i) Subset 
Su=(A1,A2} again is the clear preference of each measure; (E) The sampling performed in the computation of 
M 2  and M6 provides an excellent approximation of M I  and M,; and (E) The uniform and independence surro- 
gates resulted in essentially the same relative evaluation of the subsets. Figure 6 shows the natural logarithm of 
the scores assigned by measures M3, M4, M7, and Ms to each of the 10 cardinality 2 subsets of {A 1, . . . , A S } .  
Of note are (i) That the introduction of the term Pr {DB 10;) increases greatly the advantage of Sz relative to 
the other cardinality 2 subsets, and (ii) The sampling performed in the computation of M4 and Mg results in an 
error beneath the resolution of the scores’ logarithmic scale. 

Egure 7 shows the average prioritization errors incurred by 10 detectors: 
The naive detector. 
The 1-dimensional detector based on Ss and uniform surrogate. 
The 2-dimensional detector based on Ss and uniform surrogate. 
The 1-dimensional detector based on Szs and independence surrogate. 
The 2-dimensional detector based on SZ and independence surrogate. 
The 1-dimensional detector based on S13=(Ai,A2,As} and uniform surrogate. This is the second best per- 
forming 1-dimensional detector based on uniform surrogate. 
The 2-dimensional detector based on SI3={A1,A2,As} and uniform surrogate. This is the second best per- 
forming 2-dimensional detector based on uniform surrogate. 
The 1-dimensional detector based on S13={A1,A245} and independence surrogate. This is the second best 
pedorming 1-dimensional detector based on independence surrogate. 
The 2-dimensional detector based on S13=(Ai,A2,A5} and independence surrogate. This is the second best 
performing 2-dimensional detector based on independence surrogate. 
The optimal detector pd,. 

The conclusions drawn from this experiment are consistent with those drawn from Experiment 1; in Experiment 
2, the performance of the detectors based on the preferred subset Sz is even closer to that of the theoretically 
optimal detector, and significantly bettei than thaf of the next best performing detectors that could have been 
built. We speculate that the independence surrogate did not improve performance in this experiment because the 
relationship between attributes A and A in the normal model was so strong that transactions violating the rela- 
tionship are rare. Hence, those transactions most likely generated by M were least likely generated by N. 

7. Conclusions 

We have defined the information prioritization problem and considered two classes of phenomena detectors. We 
have demonstrated that the two classes have rather different theoretical properties, including that optimal detec- 
tion by one class is consistent with optimal classification, while such is not the case for the other class. The 

fThe difference in scale between scores on measures M I  and M2 and measures M3 and M4 is explained by 
the fact that M 1  and M2 use the constant value 1.0 in the numerator, rather than an actuaI (constant) 
probability (e.g., l/lS I). This simplification has no effect on the comparison of the scores assigned by these 
measures to the various subsets, but makes meaningless comparison with M3 and M4 scores. 
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computational complexity of optimal detection diverges for the two classes as well. In particular, optimal detec- 
tion by algorithms in one class is shown to be solvable in polynomial time (assuming a finite prior distribution), 
while optimal detection by the other class is NP-hard. 

We presented heuristics for optimally solving restricted versions of the detection problem, including sym- 
metric anomaly detection. We considered also heuristic approachs to more general problem versions. Prelim- 
inary results of an experimental software system appear to indicate that the approach holds promise. Future 
work will analyze more extensively the performance of the system, and will develop and implement more 
sophisticated detection heuristics. 
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Experiment 1 : Prioritization Errors 
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